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P R E F A C E 
The topic of the thesis is very general "Spectroscopic Studies of 
Materials". The actual work is on the study of High-Temperature 
Superconductors, their constituents, Perovskite type Manganites by 
electron paramagnetic resonance. All the substances were prepared in the 
laboratory. They were tested by X-ray diffraction to check their purity. 
Variation of electrical resistance/resistivity of the manganites with 
temperature was studied in the temperature range of 77-41 OK. 
High temperature superconductors and perovskite manganites have 
become hot topics of research in the recent years because of their 
technological and theoretical importance and therefore they were chosen 
for our study. EPR technique was chosen because of its versatility and 
availability with us. The main areas covered in this work are electron 
paramagnetic resonance, high temperature superconductors and 
perovskite manganites showing the property of colossal magneto-
resistance. So, in the thesis, one chapter will be devoted to each of these 
topics in order to have grasp over the subject and ready reference. These 
three topics form the subject matter of the first three chapters I, II, III, 
respectively. 
The work on high temperature superconductors was started in this 
laboratory with a view to understand the mechanism of high temperature 
superconductivity. In the final stages, there was debate whether the high-
Tc superconductors are EPR - active or EPR - silent. After a few years, 
it was nearly established that good quality superconducting materials do 
not show any EPR signal. Our strategy was to study the EPR spectrum of 
(CuO) which is the parent compound of all the high temperature 
superconductors and then make binary and ternary combinations with 
other necessary ingredients and examine how the EPR signals evolve on 
combination with other constituents and how and why the signal 
ultimately vanishes in the case of complete superconducting material. 
Towards this end, several materials, such as CuO, BaCu02, CaCu02, 
SrCu02, Y2CU2O5 etc. were investigated. The description of this type of 
work is the subject matter of the chapter IV. 
Then the actual superconductors Y-123; Bi-2201, 2212, 2223; Tl-2223 
and Hg-1212, 1223 were investigated. They were prepared by usual 
solid-state reaction route and tested by XRD for purity. Their transition 
temperatures (Tc's) were checked by resistivity measurements by 4-
probe technique. All the as prepared materials were EPR-silent, which 
provided a confirmation of the good quality of the materials. On 
deoxygenation they yielded EPR spectra, sometimes quite complex and 
sometimes quite simple. Deoxygenation was done by various techniques. 
Spectra obtained corresponded to different Cu-networks—monomer, 
dimer, tetramer, octamer. The most preponderant species was of Cu-
tetramers i.e. (CuO)4. These species when isolated from the bulk were 
able to produce signals. These small networks were formed to be located 
as islands in the bulk. An attempt has been made to give a possible 
mechanism of high temperature superconductivity based on Cu-
tetramers, which can be treated as unit cells of the all important two-
dimensional CUO2 sheet of the superconductors. This part is dealt with in 
the chapter V. 
Ill 
Perovskite Manganites are very complex systems due to interplay among 
charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom. An important problem in this 
field is correlation between magnetic order and electrical resistance of the 
materials. This problem has been addressed here and an explanation has 
been found for this correlation. The materials chosen are La-based 
manganites Laj.xAxMnOj (where A = Ba, Sr, Pb and x having various 
values) and the reason for choosing them was that they have transition 
temperatures above room temperature. This subject matter has been 
presented in the chapter VI. 
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ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC 
RESONANCE 
1 
1.1 Introduction 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is the main experimental 
technique employed in our study reported in this thesis. For easy 
reference, we present a brief introduction to theoretical and 
experimental development of EPR. 
The first experimental observations on EPR were reported by 
Zavoiski [1] in 1945 in Russia and a little later by Cumjuerow and 
Haliday [2] in U.S.A. In 1947, for the first time, Bagguley and 
Griffith [3] in England could perform an experiment at 9.4 GHz in 
the X-band of microwave frequencies and this is the fi-equency, 
which is commonly used in the study of EPR. This EPR technique is 
now used in different branches of science like Condensed Matter 
Physics, Chemical, Material and Biological sciences for fundamental 
research. Some applications of EPR are given below: 
1. It decides about the site of unpaired electron (s). 
2. The number of hyperfine components of a line decides the number 
and type of nuclei present in the neighbourhood of the odd electron. 
3. It identifies unknown transition metal ions or lattice defects. 
4. It determines the concentration of paramagnetic species. 
5. By EPR, fi-ee radicals can be studied. 
6. EPR is able to provide the useful information about the shape of the 
radicals. 
7. Information on ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and femmagnefic 
materials can be obtained. 
8. Information regarding the phase-transition in solids which is some-
times difficult to get through X-ray studies can be obtained. 
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9. It provides information about the working of catalysts in chemical 
reactions. 
1.2 Theory of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 
Atoms or ions possessing resultant angular momentum acquire 
magnetic moment. When they are placed in an external magnetic field, 
there is preponderance of magnetic moment orientation along the 
magnetic field and the substance develops paramagnetism i.e., a net 
magnetic moment in the direction of the magnetic field. The 
contribution to the resultant angular momentum comes both from 
orbital motion as well as intrinsic spin of the electrons. Electron 
paramagnetism is found in the following [4]: 
1. Atoms, molecules and lattice defects possessing an odd number of 
electrons, for example: fi-ee sodium atom, gaseous nitric oxide (NO), 
organic fi-ee radicals such as CH3",diphenyl picryl hydrazyl (DPPH); F 
centers in alkali halides. 
2. Free atoms and ions with a partly filled mner shell i.e., the group of 
elements containing 3d, 4d, 4f, 5d electrons. 
3. A few compounds with even number of electrons such as O2 having 
ground state with partly filled molecular shell. 
4. Metals and semiconductors with unfilled conduction bands. 
Paramagnetic ion has magnetic moment associated with it and its 
ground state is degenerate in the absence of an external magnetic field 
Whenever, this ion is placed in a static magnetic field, the degeneracy 
is removed and the levels undergo 'Zeeman splitting'. This Zeeman 
splitting is somewhat different fi-om the Zeeman splitting observed in 
Optical spectroscopy where splitting produces fine structure in main 
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electronic transitions. In EPR, transitions between Zeeman levels 
themselves, mostly of the ground state are detected. Application of 
oscillating magnetic field induces magnetic dipole transitions between 
Zeeman levels and in the process, there is absorption of energy from 
the oscillating field. Variation of static magnetic field shows a series 
of maxima depending upon the system under investigation. The plot 
between absorption energy and magnetic field is called the EPR 
spectrum and the phenomenon itself is known as electron 
paramagnetic resonance. 
The magnetic moment of an atom or ion is given by 
(1.1) 
where, g is spectroscopic splitting factor, J = total angular momentum 
and P is the Bohr magneton which equal to 
P=eh/47rmc=9.27410x 10" '^ erg/gauss 
The energy values of the system if placed in an applied magnetic field 
H in z-direction are given by the expression-
UMj=-H.H 
UMj = gpHMj (1.2) 
Where, Mj is the component of J in the z-direction takes values from J, 
J-1, -J. There will be (2J+1) equally spaced energy levels. 
If the magnetic moment of the atom or ion is placed in a constant 
magnetic field, it executes Larmor precession around direction of the 
field with frequency = gpH/h. If an additional oscillating magnetic 
field with amplitude 2Hi and frequency v is applied in the z- direction, 
there will be extra term in the Hamiltonian besides H = gpHJ, which 
can be written as 
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H' = 2gPH,JxCos27tvt 
By the usual transition probability theory [5], this may give rise to a 
transition between two states Mj and Mj' corresponding to absorption 
or emission of radiation. The probability for such a transition is 
PmjMj' = g'P'Hi'KMj^I Jx i Mj)p5(vMjMj' - V) 
Where 5 is the Dirac delta fimction and (Mj^|Jx|Mj) is the quantum 
mechanical matrix element of Jx between states Mj and Mj'' and vmjMj^  
is the frequency corresponding to the energy gap between these 
states. The above matrix element vanishes unless Mj^ = Mj +_1, thus 
one can immediately derive the selection rule that only transitions in 
which the quantum number Mj is changed by + 1 can occur.The 
orientation of Hi is always perpendicular to the plane containing H 
and fi. In this case, there is a force acting to increase the angle 
between H and If \x and Hi are rotating at the same rate, this force 
has consistent effect. 
The selection rule can be explained in a more physical way. For any 
transition, the angular momentum has to be conserved. We examine 
the transition from the state Ei to E2 as shown below 
2 J 
\ f 
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The electron or the nucleus possess angular momenta while in any one of 
the states, but their magnitudes are different. When emission of radiation 
takes place in the transition between E2 and E], the emitted radiation must 
carry the angular momentum equal to the difference of angular momenta 
in the two states to conserve angular momentum. Similar principle will be 
apphed for absorption also. For a magnetic dipolar transition, the angular 
momentum carried by the emitted or absorbed photon is equal to h and 
hence the selection rule ZSM = + 1 is valid. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case of single spin with no 
orbital moment i.e., S=l/2, L=0, J=l/2 then multiplicity will be 
(2J+1)=2 and Mj=± 1/2. Now in this case Eq. (1.2) becomes 
U^i /2-± l /2gpH (1.3) 
When microwave radiation of frequency v (energy hv) is applied 
perpendicular to the magnetic field H, magnetic dipole transition 
takes place between adjacent levels given by selection rule 
AM=±1 
Ui/2-U.i/2-gPH =hv 
or hv=gPH (1.4) 
Where, h is Planck's constant and Eq. (1.4) is called resonance 
condition. 
The splitting of the degenerate electronic Jevel (M, = M, ^ ± 1/2) m a 
magnetic field has been shown in Fig. 1.1. 
1.3 Spectroscopic Splitting Factor 'g' 
The spectroscopic splitting factor g is a tensor quantity. For a free 
electron its value is 2.0023 but this value is slightly modified in 
/ + V 2 9 p H 
Ms-±\/2 
— 
. I\ 
/ 
Fig. I . I . I ncrgv IcvcK lor S = electron in a magnetic field and corresponding EPR 
.smnai 
molecules. If there is no additional splitting then Eq. (1.2) is valid. 
The total angular momentum is generally expressed by symbol S 
which is the effective spin of the system and then, using the S symbol 
UMs==gPHMs (1.5) 
Due to the mixing of the wave functions and the choice of the 
quantization axis, the g-factor become anisotropic and is described by 
symmetric tensor of rank 2 [6], 
g = 
S XX S xy S xz 
S yx S yy S yz 
S zx S zy S zz 
(1.6) 
The g value in xy plane can be obtained by the following equation 
g'-gxx' cos'0+gyy' sin'e+gxy'sin2e (1.7) 
Similarly g value equations in yz and zx planes can be written. If 
magnetic field is applied in a direction with direction cosines (1, m, n) 
with respect to the principal axes, the energy values are given by 
Eq.(l .5) where g value is given by the following relation. 
(1-8) 
In the case of cubic symmetry, gxx = §>•> = gz? i e., the g-factor 
becomes isotropic and is independent of the choice of the axes. But in 
the case of axial symmetry 
gxx=gyy=gi; gzz^g" and Eq.(l .8) reduces to-
g H i i W e + g i ' s i n ' e (1.9) 
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It is also found that spin interaction in crystal differs from those 
observed in free ions. The magnitude of the orbital part of the 
magnetic moment is found to depend on the crystal field and is 
usually different for different directions of H i.e., it shows the angular 
variation and from wliich symmetry of the crystal field can be 
determined. 
1.4 Internal Crystalline Field Effects 
In EPR active substances, the splitting of energy levels can take place 
under the action of two types of fields namely internal crystalline 
field and applied magnetic field. In the absence of any electric or 
magnetic field the different combinations of orbital quantum number 
L and spin quantum number S have same energy, and the ion will 
have an energy level (2J+1) fold degenerate. If an electric field 
(produced by ions in the surrounding lattice) acts on the ion, the 
degeneracy of the levels will be removed because different quantum 
states have different energy levels. Depending upon the magnitude of 
crystalline field with respect to other interactions, it is generally 
classified into three main classes. 
1.4.1 Weak Crystal Field 
If the effect of the crystal field is relatively small so that L and S 
coupling still holds then the total angular momentum vector J will 
precess about the direction of the crystallme field and the energy 
levels will split into different components depending upon different 
values of J i.e., Mj quantum number. Rare earths and actinides 
compounds are good examples of this type, where the unpaired 
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electrons are somewhat shielded from the direct effect of the 
crystalline field. 
1.4.2 Intermediate Crystal Field 
In this case, the crystal field interaction is greater than spin-orbit 
interaction, so coupling between L and S is broken down and each 
precesses about the direction of electric field and J ceases to be a 
good quantum number. The different energy levels will be defined by 
the M l and Ms quantum numbers. It is usually found that the sphtting 
produced by intermediate crystalhne field and Ml is very large (about 
10^ cm'^) and hence only lowest level is populated at ordinary 
temperatures. The best examples of these are hydrated salts of the 
iron group, where the unpaired electrons are most directly affected by 
the crystalline field. In such cases, the lowest field is (2S+1) fold 
degenerate in spin and some of this degeneracy also may be lifted by 
the crystal field to produce small zero field splitting of the energy 
levels. 
1.4.3 Strong Crystal Field 
In this case, the effect of the crystal field can be very strong, so that it 
not only breaks coupling between L and S but also coupling between 
one electron and another. For the ions of 4d and 5d transition groups, 
there is tendency of covalent bonding due to which the orbitals of the 
paramagnetic ions and neighboring ligands overlap appreciably. In 
this case, spins tend to pair off under Pauli exclusion principle and 
the effect corresponding to odd electron spin left over is obtained. 
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There are three parameters in EPR spectroscopy 1) resonance 
absorption condition, hv = gfiH, already discussed 2) fine structure 
and 3) hyperfine structure. In tenns of these parameters, all the 
spectra are interpreted and information obtained about the substance 
under investigation. We will now describe fine structure and 
hyperfine structure. 
Fine Structure 
When a paramagnetic ion is doped in a diamagnetic sohd then the 
surrounding diamagnetic ions give rise to an electric field at the site 
of paramagnetic ion. This electric field effects the energy levels of 
the paramagnefic ion. The situation of the ion is analogous to stark 
effect in atomic spectroscopy. Due to this stark effect the spectra of 
oriented systems of total spin greater than one half often shows 2S 
features indicating unequal separation between the (2S+1) Zeeman 
levels. This structure is called fine structure. As the fine structure 
reflects a splitting into (2S+1) levels even in the absence of magnetic 
field, it is also called zero-field sphtting. Let us consider an ion with 
spins existing in fi"ee state and not subjected to any electrostatic field 
in the crystals. Now all possible orientation of total spin vector (S) 
would have the same energy and the energ>' level corresponding to S 
remains degenerate. According to Kramer's theorem, however, there 
is always at least two fold degeneracy if the free ion spin is half 
integral. The degeneracy is removed by the application of magnetic 
field. Let us consider an example Cr^ "^  ion without crystal field and 
with crystal field placed in external magnefic field as shown in 
Fig. 1.2. When Cr^^ ion is present in a crystal it will be acted upon by 
; ci) 
M ( b ) 
s 
Z e r o f i e l d 
s a i ( ( m g s 
^ S 
Fi<Z. 1.2. Hncrgy levels for a system with spin S = 3/2, (a) with no zero field splitting, 
(b) vviih zero field splitting. System (a) gives one absorption peak; system 
(b) gives three peaks, unequal in spacing and intensity. 
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internal electrostatic field which will split the ground state into a 
number of components. The number of such components depends 
upon symmetry of crystalline field. In case of the Cr^^ the energy 
level is split in two doublets. External magnetic field removes this 
two fold degeneracy of two spin levels. The transition takes place 
according to selection rule AM= ±1 and allowed transitions are 
indicated by arrows. The allowed transitions between different energy 
levels no longer occur at the same value of external magnetic field 
and hence separate absorption lines are observed. 
A field of axial symmetiy may give sphtting which can formally be 
represented by operator D [Sz^  - S(S+l)/3] in the Hamiltonian and 
fields of lower symmetry may give additional splitting represented by 
E[Sx^ - Sy^]. In the spin - Hamiltonian this term is represented by 
S.D.S where D is a tensor quantity. 
Hyperfine Structure 
Hyperfine structure is obtained due to interaction between the 
magnetic moment of the nucleus and the magnetic moment of the 
unpaired electron of the paramagnetic ion. The nuclear moment 
produces a magnetic .field Hn at the magnetic electrons. Thus an 
unpaired electron experiences the magnetic field, which is applied 
externally as well as magnetic field due to nuclear magnetic moment. 
The resonance condition is modified to hv = g P(H+HN). The nuclear 
magnetic moment is space quantized in direction of internal magnetic 
field and can take up (21 +1) position, I being the nuclear spin 
quantum number of the nucleus. 
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With the apphcation of external field first the energy level with 
S= +1/2 gets split into two energy levels with Ms = +1/2 and Ms= 
-1/2. Then energy levels get split each having (21+1) different 
orientations. 
There are therefore (21+1) possible values of Hn and the same 
number of values of magnetic field, which satisfy the resonance 
condition when v is held constant. The energies associated with these 
(21+1) different nuclear orientations differ only by a very small 
amount. Therefore at room temperature there will be equal number of 
nuclei in all of the (21+1) orientations. Hence there will be an equal 
number of unpaired electrons expenencing the (21 +1) different 
values of the total magnetic field, resulting into hyperfme lines of 
equal intensity in each electronic transition. Thus one can distinguish 
a hyperfme structure fi-om fine structure where the lines have unequal 
intensity. 
In case of VO "^^  ion S=l/2 and 1 = 7/2. Application of magnetic field 
lifts the two-fold degeneracy. Due to h>perfiiie interaction each level 
is further split up into (21+1) = 8 levels. The selection rules AMs= + 
1, AMi= 0 gives the eight lines of equal intensity as shown in Fig. 1.3. 
1.5 Line Broadening 
Line width is another important parameter, which is discussed below. 
There are many type of interactions, \\'hich influence the line width. 
However, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle sets the ultimate 
minimum width AEAt> h, where AE is the uncertainty in energy and 
At is the uncertainty in time spent by the electron in energy levels. 
M T 
+ 7/2 
+ S/2 
+ 1/2 
- 1 / 2 
- y 2 
-ill 
-ill 
' 5 / 2 
- 3 / 2 
- 1 / 2 
• +l /2 
• +3/2 
-
-+7/2 
Fig. 1.3. Hyperfine splitting with S = '/z, I - 7/2. 
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Using hAv for AE, the uncertainty in resonance frequency corresponds 
to a half width Av=l/27ux where x = At is the relaxation time. 
The various sources which cause line broadening are dipole-dipole 
interaction between spins, spin-lattice relaxation, interaction of spins 
with radiation field, exchange interaction, motion of unpaired spins in 
microwave field, diffusion of spin system, excitations through the 
paramagnetic sample, hyperfine interactions, anisotropy of splitting of 
spin levels, dipolar interactions between spins with different Larnior 
frequencies and inhomogeneities in applied d. c. magnetic field. 
1.6 The Role of Relaxation Processes in EPR 
The relaxation processes play very important role in sustaining 
population difference between the energy levels. This population 
difference is essential for occurrence of EPR. Whenever, microwave 
radiation is incident on the specimen sample, it tries to equalize the 
population in corresponding energy levels. As soon as population in 
two levels becomes equal, it will not be possible to absorb microwave 
power further i.e., no EPR signal. But in practice we observe EPR 
because of certain interaction of spins with its environment. Tliere are 
two basic relaxation" processes (spin-lattice and spin-spin interaction) 
which are involved in sustaining the population difference between 
the energy levels. 
1.6.1 Spin-Lattice Relaxation 
In spin-lattice relaxation process energy transfer takes place from 
spin system to the lattice and the mean time required for this energy 
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transfer is called spin-lattice relaxation time X], Spin-lattice relaxation 
occurs via mainly three mechanisms. 
(a) Direct Process 
In direct process, for two level system, relaxation occurs through 
transfer of energy from a single spin to a single vibrational mode of 
crystal lattice which has essentially same frequency as needed in 
EPR. When relaxation is through direct process, spin-lattice 
relaxation time Xiocl/H^T and is independent of spin concentration. 
The direct process is important at low temperatures only, i.e., below 
4K. 
(b) Raman or Indirect Process 
At high temperatures, Raman process becomes predominant. In this 
process, a phonon is in-elastically scattered in the process of flipping 
a spin. Energy is conserved and this process is found to be strongly 
dependent on the temperature. When T<0D, TIOC1/T^ and for 
T>9d,tioc1/T^ where 0d is the Debye temperature. 
(c) Orbach Process 
In this process, there is absorption of a phonon which excites the spin 
system to a much higher level (Fig. 1.4) at an energy A above the 
ground doublet. It is then followed by the emission of another phonon 
of shghtly different energy so that the magnetic ion is indirecti}' 
transferred from one level to the other of the ground doublet. This 
process is strongly temperature dependent. 
l e v e l 
c 
b 
a 
Fig. 1.4 A schematic illustration of Orbach process. The paramagnetic ion has ground 
doublet, with levels (a), (b), at energies 0, hv together with an excited state (c) 
at much greater energy. The photons at frequencies A, A - hv are absorbed 
transitions c and b c. Taken from Ref [7]. 
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1.6,2 Spin-Spin Relaxation 
Spin-spin relaxation is the process in which spins can exchange 
energy themselves, instead of giving it back to the lattice. In the 
frame work of this process, mainly two types of interactions i.e. 
dipole-dipole and exchange interaction have been identified. 
(a) Dipole-dipole Interaction 
The dipole-dipole interaction arises from the influence of magnetic 
field of one paramagnetic ion on the dipole moments of neighbouring 
ions. Each such ion may be regarded as a magnetic dipole which will 
be precessing in the apphed magnetic field. Its component in the 
direction of the applied field will have a steady value, and this will 
produce an extra magnetic field at the neighbouring paramagnetic 
ions which alters the total field value slightly and this alteration of 
field causes shifts in energy levels. This effect is found to vary with 
angle of the apphed field, and the contribution of each neighboring 
dipole will have an angular dependence of the form (3Cos^0-l), 
where 9 is the angle between the lines joining dipoles and the 
direction of the applied field. 
First order spin-spin interaction is independent of both magnetic field 
strength and temperature and the onh' wa>' to reducc broadening of 
this effect is to move the paramagnetic ion further apart b> diluting 
the salt with isomorphous diamagnetic equivalent. The spin-spin 
interaction falls of rapidly with distance and in calculating the line 
width it is usually necessary to consider the immediate neighbours. 
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The Ime shape produced by this interaction is more or less Gaussian 
but not so sharp at the peak 
(b) Exchange Interaction 
If in a paramagnetic compound, paramagnetic ions are close enough 
1 e separation of the magnetic ions is less than 0 5 nm, exchange 
interaction may occur between them which can alter the line width 
considerably If the spms are identical, the effect of exchange is to 
narrow the lines at the center and widen at the wings but reducing the 
width at half maximum The line shape approximates to a Lorentzian 
The anisotropic exchange generally comes into the picture when 
magnetic ions have anisotropic g-tensors, even if the exchange 
mteraction between the true spms of the ions is itself isotropic 
Anisotropic exchange mteraction may also give rise to the broadening 
of the resonance Ime 
1.7 Spin-Hamiltonian 
Spm - Hamiltoman is employed to interpret EPR spectra In an EPR 
active system, the unpaired electron is neither isolated nor free It 
frequently mteracts with a vanety of nuclei and electrons m various 
degrees So the magnetic field H in Eq (14) becomes sum of various 
components The observed spectrum contams information about 
different local fields actmg on many electrons In Quantum 
Mechanics, the energy of electrons is obtained from the total 
Hamiltoman [7-10] which is written as follows 
H=Ho+Hcr+Hs„+H,,+Hz+Hhff Hq4-H„+He (110) 
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The various terms m Hamiltonian (H) are due to: 
Ho= free electron 
Hcr=Crystal field 
Hso=electronic spin-orbit interaction 
Hss=electronic spin-spin interaction 
Hz = interaction of electron with external magnetic field 
Hhf=Interaction between the electron and nuclear magnetic 
moment 
Hq =quadrupole interaction 
Hn= interaction of nuclei with external magnetic field 
He= exchange interaction between two types of electrons. 
The first three terms (Ho,Her and Hso)usually corresponds to the 
energies relevant to the transitions in the visible and IR regions and 
are not observed in EPR. Practical EPR spectroscopy concerns itself 
mainly with fine structure Hss, Zeeman splitting Hz and hyperfine 
interaction Hhf, as nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole interactions are 
negligibly small. 
The best way to consider all energ>' contributions in EPR is to 
express them in following form including nuclear Zeeman and 
quadrupole terms 
H,=(3.S.g.H+S.D.S+S.A.I-(3NH.gN.I^I.Q I (1.11) 
Where, S and I are the electronic and nuclear spins respectively. The 
first term in the Eq. (1.11) represents Zeeman interaction with the 
applied magnetic field H. D in the second term represents the 
quadrupolar coupling to the crystal field. The third term expresses 
hyperfme interaction between S and I, the fourth term represents the 
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quadrupolar coupling between nuclear spin I and the electric field 
gradient of the ion. These tensors are diagonalized in a system of 
orthogonal axes known as principal axes. In principal axes system 
Eq.(l .11) can be written as (neglecting nuclear Zeeman interaction) 
Hs-P(gxHxSx+gyHySy+&HzSz)+D[S/-l/3S(S+l)]+E[S,'-Sy'] 
+AxSxIx+AySyIy+AzSJz+Q'[Iz^-l/3I(I+l)]+Q"[Ix^-Iy^] (1.12) 
Where, 
D=Dr(Dx+Dy)/2 
E-(Dx+Dy)/2 
Q=Qz-(Qx+Qy)/2 
Q"=(Qx+Qy)/2 
gx, gy, gz and Ax5 Ay, Az are components of g and A tensors 
respectively along principal axes. 
1.8 Specifications of EPR Spectrometer (Used in our experiments) 
Our EPR investigations were carried out on a JES-RE2X, JEOL 
(Japan) X-band ESR spectrometer. Detailed specifications of the 
spectrometer [11] used in present study are as follows: 
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Reference frequency 8.8-9.6 GHz 
Sensitivity I.OXIO'VT 
(with lOOkHz magnetic field 
modulation) 
Resolution 47 mG can be resolved with a 5mm 
sample tube at 100 KHz modulations 
Frequency stability 1x10^ 
Microwave output 0.1)jW-200mW variable (minimum 
0.00l)iW, optional) 
Cavity mode TEoii, cylindrical 
Detection method Homodyne crystal detection 
Magnetic field modulation 0.0002-2mT(100KHz) 
0.0002-lmT (50KHz) 
0.0002-0.2mT(25KHz) 
Magnetic field sweep method Direct read-out and linear field sweep 
Magnetic field sweep mode Single sweep, repetitive sweep, 
external input sweep 
Magnetic field sweep width 35 steps of 0,1,1.5,2.5,4,5,7.5 
xO.01,0.1,1,10,100 
Mode Selectable from among DY, DYT, YT 
Recorder DYT type 
Magnetic field sweep time 0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 m'360mm 
(When observed on recorder and 
Oscilloscope) 0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2,5,10,20 
sec.(when observed on oscilloscope 
only) 
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Chart width DY:250(W)-360(L)mni DYT: Dy' 
swidth xl.5,2 and 3YT:0.5, 1,2,4,8, 
16, 32,64,128 min/360mm 
Oscilloscope 228 mm persistence type 
Magnetic field interval 
(at the center) 
62 mm(44 mm;optional) 
Magnetic field stability 
Power fluctuation: 
Moment stability 
Prolonged stability 
±5«10"^/±5% AC power 
Fluctuation 
l x l 0 " % r 0 . 3 ^ T 
lxlO"'/li at 330mT 
Magnetic field variable range Residual magnetic field-BOOmT 
(Tap44mm:1700mT) 
Magnetic field homogeniety ±5al0"%ffective sample volumat 
330 mT 
Main coil Low unpedance cooling type 
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CHAPTER : II 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
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2.1 Introduction 
In 1911, Kamerlingh Onnes [1-3] found that the electrical resistance of 
some metals, alloys and compounds drops suddenly to zero when the 
specimen is cooled below a certain temperature (Tc). This 
phenomenon is called "superconductivity" and the cooled specimen is 
said to be a "Superconductor". The first material investigated was 
Mercury (Hg) and its transition temperature was 4.2K. This is 
illustrated in the Fig. 2.1. Some other metallic elements and alloys 
investigated earlier along with their Tc's are presented in Table 2.1 [4 . 
Table 2.1 
Elements, Compound and Alloys Tc(K) 
Tc n . 2 
Nb 9.46 
Pb 7.18 
Ta 4.48 
Hg 4.15 
In 3.41 
A1 1.19 
Cd 0.56 
Ti 0.40 
Ir 0 14 
1 
W 0.01 
NbgGe 23.2 
NbsGa 20.3 
NbsSn 18.05 
0 .125 
6 •SZ 
o 
a» o 
c 
o </t 
oc 
0 . 0 2 S 
0 
•J 
r 
'"i 
^.t <2 4.3 
Terr ,peroture/K^ 
Taken from Refi l l -
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NbN 16.0 
MoN 12.0 
MOaIr 8.8 
NiBi 4.25 
AuBe 2.64 
TizCo 3.44 
TiCo 0.71 
InSb 1.9 
There are other different kinds of superconductor, which will be 
briefly discussed here. 
(i) Heavy Fermions 
Heavy fermions are compounds containing rare-earth elements such as 
Ce or Yb, or actinide elements such as U. Their (irmer shell) 
conduction electrons often have effective masses (known as quasi-
particle masses) several hundred times as great as that of "normal" 
electrons. This makes them reluctant superconductors. Yet, at 
cryogenic temperatures, many of these materials are magnetically 
ordered, others show strong paramagnetic behavior, and some display 
superconductivity through a mechanism that quickly runs afoul of 
BCS theory. Research suggests cooper-pairing in the heavy fcmnon 
systems arising from the magnetic interactions of the electron spins 
(D-wave, P-wave, S-wave) rather than by lattice vibrations. 
In 1973, E. Bucher, et al, found heavy fermion superconductivity in 
UBeis; but at that time it was attributed to precipitated uranium 
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filaments. Later on in 1979, German Scientist, Dr. Frank Steglich 
realized that it was a bulk property in CeCu2Si2. 
In April 2003 a heavy-fermion compound unambiguously exhibited 
the so-called "FFLO" state, where magnetism and superconductivity 
have a beneficial coexistence. Some heavy fermion compounds that 
will superconduct, along with their Tc's are tabulated below. 
Table 2.2 
Heavy fermion compounds Tc(K) 
CeCoIns 2.3 
UPdjAls 2 
PdiSnYb 1.79 
URU2S12 1.2 
UN12AI3 1 
AlsYb 0.94 
UBei3 0.87 
CeCo2 0.84 
UPt3 0.48 
CeCu2Si2 0.1-0.7 
(ii) Fullerene 
Fuller was the inventor of the geodesic dome, a structure with a 
soccer ball shape. The fullerene also called a buckmmster ftillerene or 
"buckyball" exists on a molecular level when 60 carbon atoms jom in 
a closed sphere. When doped with one or more alkali metals the 
fiilierene becomes a "fulleride" and has produced Tc's ranging fi-om 
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8K for Na2Rbo sCso sCeo up to 40 K for CssCeo- In 1993 researchers 
had reported Tc's between 60 K and 70 K for C-60 doped with the 
inter-halogen compound ICl. In 1991, Robert Haddon and Bell Labs 
found K3C60 as a superconductor at 18 K. 
In April, 2001, Chinese researchers found 1-dimensional 
superconductivity in single-walled carbon nanotubes at around 15 K. 
Silicon-based fullerides like Na2Ba6Si46 will also superconduct. 
However, they are structured as infinite networks, rather than discrete 
molecules. Fullerenes are technically part of a larger family of 
organic conductors. A detailed study of this is described below: 
Organic superconductors are part of the organic conductor family, 
which includes molecular salts, polymers and pure carbon systems 
(including carbon nanotubes and Ceo compounds). The molecular 
salts within this family are large organic molecules that exhibit super-
conducting properties at very low temperatures. For this reason they 
are often referred to as "molecular" superconductors. Bill Little 
theorized their existence in 1964. But the first organic superconductor 
(TMTSF)2PF6 was not actually synthesized until 1980 by the various 
research groups.. About 50 organic superconductors have since been 
found with Tc's extending fi-om 0.4 K to near 12 K (at ambient 
pressure). Since these Tc's are in the range of Type I 
superconductors, engineers have yet to find a practical application for 
them. However, their rather unusual properties have made them the 
focus of intense research. These properties include giant 
magnetoresistance, rapid oscillations, quantum hall effect, and more 
(similar to the behavior of InAs and InSb). In early 1997, it was, in 
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fact (TMTSF)2PF6 that a research team at SUNY discovered, could 
resist "quencliing" up to a magnetic field strength of 6 tesla. 
Organic superconductors are composed of an electron donor (the 
planar organic molecule) and an electron acceptor (a non-organic 
anion). Below are a few more examples of organic superconductors. 
(TMTSF)2C104 
tetramethyltetraselenaflilvalene + acceptor^ 
(BETS)2GaCl4 
[bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene + acceptor 
(BED0-TTF)2Re04H20 
bis(ethylenedioxy)tetrathiafulvalene + acceptor 
(iii) Borocarbides 
It has always been assumed that superconductors can not be formed from 
ferromagnetic transition metals like iron, cobalt or nickel. It is the 
equivalent of trying to* mix oil and water. However, in some borocarbides 
there is a "soap" that acts to bring these adversaries together. The 
crystallographic sites for the magnetic ions are thought to be isolated 
from the conduction path. This allows the cooper pairs to detour around 
the magnetic ions. Further, when combined with an element that has 
unusual magnetic properties like hohnium, "re-entrant" behavior can also 
be in evidence in some borocarbides. Below Tc, v/here it should remain 
super-conducting, there is a discordant temperature at which the material 
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retreats to a "normal", non-superconducting state. In the compounds 
HoMoeSg (Chevrel) and ErRh4B4 superconductivity suddenly disappears 
at around 1K. As can be seen from some of the examples below, the first 
metal site in the molecule is always occupied by a rare earth atom. 
Table 2.3 
Borocarbides T c K 
YPdsBsC 23 
LuNiiBjC 16.6 
YN12B2C 15.5 
TmNi2B2C 11 (resistance increases below Tc) 
ErNi2B2C 10.5 (ferromagnetic) 
HoNisBsC 7.5 
(iv) Ruthenates 
It has been found that the compound Sr2Ru04 exhibited 
superconductivity at 1.5 K, while this is an extremely cold Tc for a 
superconducting perovskite, it revealed a new area of superconductor, 
which are known as "Ruthenates". Shortly after that SrRuO and 
SrYRuOe were also found to superconduct at similarly low 
1 X 
temperatures. When the crystalline structure of some of these 
materials is broken apart, its surface becomes increasmgl>' 
ferromagnetic at low temperatures. This phenomenon flies in the face 
of condensed matter theory. Researchers have characterized them as 
an analog to superfluid Heiium-3. When copper is added to the mix, 
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even stranger things happen. Again in 1999 Dr. Jetferey Tallon and 
Dr. Christian Bernard discovered a ruthenium-cuprate whose bulk is 
both a superconductor and a magnet. Although it was not the first 
compound discovered that exhibits coexisting ferromagnetism and 
superconductivity, it is remarkably high Tc of 58 K makes it truly 
distinct in the world of superconductors. 
(v) Bao6Ko4Bi03 
There are many phase transitions that matter goes through on its way 
to another state (e.g. ice changing to water requires a sudden increase 
in heat energy). Among the superconductors this is also the case at 
Tc, Be and Jc. However, a superconductor has been discovered that 
exhibits no measurable change in its specific heat while going 
through up to 3 different "critical" magnetic fields. According to 
Ehrenfest's phase transition classification scheme, Bao.6Ko.4Bi03 
seems to be the first material discovered that enters a "fourth order" 
phase transition. Recently, this field of superconductivity suggests 
that even higher order phases may exist in nature. 
(vi) Tungsten-bronze 
In 1999, Y. Tsabba and S. Reich reported possible superconductivity 
near 91 K, in the sodium-doped tungsten-bronze Na^osWOj. Most 
tungsten-bronze compounds that are known to superconduct have 
Tc's below 4K making this a truly tantalizing find. 
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(vii) Fluoroargentates 
In 2003, Wojciech Grochala, Adrian Porch and Peter P. Edwards 
reported sudden drops in magnetic susceptibility within a large 
number of samples of Be-Ag-F. They attribute this to possible 
spherical regions of superconductivity with a Tc up to 64 K couched 
inside a ferromagnetic host. With few exceptions (e.g. polysulphur-
nitrides), most polymers resist being coaxed into a superconducting 
state. However, some organic polymers exhibit electrical resistance 
many orders of magnitude lower than the best metallic conductors. 
These ultraconductors materials such as oxidized atactic 
polypropylene (OAPP), do not have zero resistance. But, their 
enhanced conductivity at ambient temperatures and pressures may 
actually allow them to compete witli superconductors in certain 
fields. In 1985, however, Russian researchers discovered that as an 
oxidized thin-film, polypropylene could have conductivity 10^ to 10^ 
higher than the best-refined metals. The Meissner effect - the classic 
criterion for superconductivity can not be observed, as the critical 
transition temperature appears to be above the point at which the 
polymer breaks down (>700K). 
(viii) MgB2 Superconductor 
Most superconductors have only one energy gap but m 2002. 
theorists predicted magnesium diboride might have more than one. 
These gaps develop simultaneously at the superconducting transition 
temperature, Tc. Tahakashi arid co-workers measured ARPES spectra 
at two temperatures below and above Tc (17 K and 45 K). They 
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found that the sigma bands have a large gap of 6-7 meV, whereas the 
pi band has a smaller gap of 1-2 meV. Physicists in Japan and US 
have confirmed that magnesium diboride contains two 
superconducting energy gaps. Although theorists had predicted that 
the material had two gaps, they had never been observed in an 
experiment. The gaps are thouglit to be responsible for the relatively 
high superconducting transition temperature of 39 K observed in the 
material. Magnesium diboride consists of hexagonal planes of boron 
atoms separated by planes of magnesium atoms, with the magnesium 
centred above and below the boron hexagons. This structure is very 
similar to that of graphite: each carbon atom, which has four valence 
electrons, is bonded to three others and occupies all planar bonding 
states (the sigma bands). The remaining electron moves in orbitals 
above and below the plane to form pi bands. Boron atoms have fewer 
valence electrons than carbon so not all of the sigma bands are 
occupied. This means that lattice vibrations in the planes are much 
larger, which resuhs in the formation of strong electron pairs is bulk 
in nature, the researchers conclude that the sigma band is dominant. 
2.2 Cuprate Superconductors 
They will be discussed in more detail as our work is connected with 
them. In 1986, Alex Muller and Georg Bednorz, [5] created a brittle 
ceramic compound that superconductors at 30 K. Researchers around 
the world began cooking up ceramics of every imaginable combination 
in a quest for higher and higher Tc's. In 1987, researchers substituted 
Yttrium for Lanthanum in the Muller and Bednorz molecule and 
achieved an incredible 92 K Tc. For the first time a material (referred 
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as YBCO) had been found tliat would superconduct at temperatures 
warmer than liquid nitrogen, a commonly available coolant. The 
current class of ceramic superconductors with the highest transition 
temperatures is the mercuric-cuprates 
High Tc Cuprate Superconductors are listed in the Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 
System Nomenclature Tc(K) 
La2-x(Ba/Sr)xCu04 La:214 38 [5] 
YBa2Cu307.5 Y:123 90 [6] 
BiSr2Can-iCUn04+2n 
n = 1 Bi:2201 20 [7] 
n = 2 Bi:2212 85 
n = 3 Bi:2223 110 
Tl2Ba2Can.lCUn04+2n 
n = 1 Tl:2201 80 [8] 
n = 2 Tl:2212 108 
n = 3 Tl:2223 125 
HgiBa2Can-lCUn04+2n 
n = l Hg:1201 94 [9.10] ' 
1 
n = 2 Hg;]212 128 
n = 3 Hg:1223 134 
Under the press. 
150k Bar 
150 
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The first group of high temperature superconductors discovered were 
(214) class of ceramic oxides of tlie type La2-x(Sr, Ba, Ca)xCu04 with 
Tc values in the range of 25-40K. The discovery of superconductivity 
with Tc around 90K in the (123) oxides having a general formula 
LnBa2Cu307.8 (Ln = Y, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm or Yb) 
followed immediately [11]. It was soon established that the first kind 
of cuprate oxide possessed the K2NiF4 structure and compounds 
corresponding to maximum Tc («40K) in Sr and the Ba systems 
being x = 0.4 and 0.15 respectively [12], The second class of ceramic 
oxide compounds did not possess tlie K2NiF4 structure but instead has 
the defect perovskite structure. In earh' 1988, several new copper 
oxide systems involving the elements Bismuth and Thallium were 
discovered, some with Tc above lOOK [7,8], Two classes of these 
layered oxides possessing the general formula A2Ca„+i.xBxCun02n+4 
where A = Bi or T1 and B = Sr or Ba have been found to exhibit 
superconductivity between 60 and 125K. 
Bi- and Tl- based superconductors are more complex than La2Cu04 
and YiBa2Cu307 classes of copper oxide superconductors. Several 
other interesting compositions are (i) series of Pb ciiprates of the type 
Pb2Ca].xLnxSr2Cu308 containing Cu'" in high proportions [13], (ii) 
Cao.86Sro.i4Cu02, a structure consisting of an ideally infinite stack of 
Cu-0 planes, with no apical oxygens attached, separated b\' Ca and 
Sr ions. The formal valence for copper in this structure is 2+ and the 
material is insulating and has not been successfully doped with holes, 
(iii) electron superconductors having a formula Ln2.xCexCu04-5, 
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where Ln stands for Pr, Nd or Sm [14] The compound becomes 
superconductmg at 24K and has Nd2Cu04 type structure with sheets 
of Cu-0 squares [15] and (iv) a series of the cuprates of the type 
TlCai.xLnxSr2Cu207+5 showing electron or hole superconductivity 
dependmg on x [16], It is very important to determine the crystal 
structure of high temperature superconductors. No serious conjecture 
regarding the properties of a compound can be made without this 
knowledge. 
(i) The La (214) System 
Copper based metalhc oxides of composition (Lai-x, Mx)Cu04 are 
known [17] since 1973. They denve from nonmetallic La2Cu04 by 
partial substitution of La by M = Sr and Ba [17, 18] The doped 
compounds (La2-x, Mx)Cu04 crystallize with the tetragonal K2N1F4 
structure, while undoped La2Cu04 crystallizes with an 
orthorhombically distorted modification This structure is built up by 
flat sheets of comer sharing CuOe octahedra (Hence the name "Layer 
Perovskite") that are separated by La(Sr/Ba) atoms is shown m Fig 
2.2. At low temperature the Cu06 octahedra of the tetragonal 
modification become tilted as the structure transforms to the 
orthorhombic modification. 
The doped compounds have a large compositional range (Sr 
0<x<1.34) and tend to be oxygen deficient at high le \c^ of 
substitution [19,20], Undoped La2Cu04 can be prepared with La 
deficiency[21], oxygen deficiency [22] and oxygen excess [23] The 
level of cation substitution and oxygen content influences strongly 
<b 
La 
Q - 0 2 
o 
cb 
Fig. 2.2. The LajCuO^ perovskite structure. Taken from Ref [45]. 
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the physical properties While non-substitued stoichiometric La2Cu04 
IS semiconducting, substituted (La2x Mx)Cu04 (M = Sr, Ba) [18] and 
oxygen ricli/La deficient La2Cu04-6 [24] are superconducting The 
highest cntical temperature Tc = 40K m (Laa-x, Mx)Cu04 occur at x = 
0 15, and m La2Cu04+5, Tc = 30K at 5 = 0 13 [23] 
(ii) Tetragonal (Lai x, Mx)Cu04 
The first structure refinement reported by Jorgenson et al [25 
indicates that the above compound bears the space group 14/mmm, 
with a = 3 7873(1) A, c = 13 2883(3) A at 295K The structure 
contains a Lanthanum site with mixed La(Sr) or La(Ba) occupancy 
and nine fold oxygen coordination, a copper site with elongated 
octahedral oxygen coordmation, and two oxygen sites (basal and 
apical) with relatively short bond and long bond distances of Cu-0 
The Cu06 octahedra is elongated, this is attributed to a Jahn-Teller 
effect [26] or an ordering of electron holes in dx2-,,2 orbitals[17] 
(iii) Lattice instability 
An orthorhombic lattice distortion at low temperature m (La2.x, 
MX)Cu04 was first seen for M = Sr, from X-ray powder diffraction by 
Flemmg et al [27] The lattice fransfonnation temperature Ti occurs 
above Tc and decreases as the conccntrafu^n of M = Si (i^a) is 
mcreased [28] For M = Sr, x = 0 15, the transition occurs at T| 
200K (Tc - 37.5K) [29], Tj = 150K (Tc - 35K) [30], and for x = 
0 20, Ti < 12K [27], Thus, in both compounds (x = 0 15 and x = 0 20) 
superconductivity occurs m the orthorhombic modification 
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(iv) Orthorhombic La2Cu04+6 
Refined structure data are available since 1977 from powder X-ray 
diffraction by Longo and Raccah [26] and by single crystal X-ray 
diffraction by Grande et. al. [31], Recent data on the same system at 
various temperatures are reported by Kazitani et. al. [32], And 
Jorgenson et. al. [33] and on single crystals with various oxygen 
contents by Yamada et. al. [34]. All data refer to presumably non 
superconducting crystals. 
The structure has been described with space group Fmmm [26] and 
Abma (Cmca) [31]. Later the space groups Bmab (Cmca)^ [33], a = 
5.3548(4) A, b = 5.4006(3) A, c= 13 1529(9)A have been reported. 
For nearly stoichiometric single crystal space group Cmca is 
confirmed fr'om electron and neutron diffraction [34 . 
The orthorhombic structure differs from the tetragonal structure 
mainly with respect to the tilt angle of the Cu06 octahedra (4.3°) [34]. 
The Cu-0 bond distances, both apical and basal, do not differ much 
from the tetragonal structure(a). In a single crystal, the c/a ratio is not 
significantly aff'ected as a function of pressure up to 150 K bar [35]. 
(v) Substitutional Compounds 
In contrast to orthorhombic La2Cu04 for which substitution by 
alkaline earth's stabilizes the tetragonal modifications a n d i n d u c e s 
superconductivity, substitution of Cu by other metals m tetragonal 
(La, M)2Cu04 (M=Sr,Ba) stablizes the orthorhombic modification 
and depresses superconductivity [36], substitution of La by Nd, Sm, 
Eu and Gd stabilizes a different structure type (Nd2Cu04) with square 
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planar copper coordination [37, 38], leading to the newly discovered 
tetragonal high temperature oxides. 
Besides the nonnal superconducting phase transitions, these materials 
show an unusually complex generalized phase diagrams. The 
quaternary compounds La2-xSrxCu04-5 and related materials exhibit a 
dramatic behaviour including structural, antiferromagnetic (AF), 
insulator-metal (I-M) transition and superconducting transitions [5 . 
All of these transitions depend strongly on the dopant concentration x 
(or the oxygen deficiency 5). The temperature concentration T-x 
phase diagram is shown in the Fig 2.3. It contains the following 
details 
a) Antiferromagnetism 
Pure La2Cu04 exhibits 3D antiferromagnetic ordering of the copper 
spins at Neel temperature Tn = 300K. Upon doping, Tn drops quickly 
to zero when 5 is changed [39'. 
b) I-M transitions: With increasing x, the concentration of holes is 
increased and the system undergoes I-M transition at x = 0.05. 
c) Structural transitions: It undergoes a tetragonal to orthorhombic 
transition Tjo at 530K. Tjo decreases to zero at x = 0.2 [ IT . 
d) Superconductivity: The metallic material behaves as a 
superconductor at T <Tc, and Tc(x) increases with x reaching a 
plateau [5, 27] at about 40K and dropping sharply for x>0 2 |40] 
e) The YiBa2Cu307-6 system 
These compounds can crystallize either in the orthorhombic form 
(space group Pmmm) or in closely related tetragonal form (space 
group P4/mmm) depending upon the oxygen stoichiometry and the 
UJ 
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Fig.2.3. Phase diagram for the compound La2-xMxCu04, M = Sr or Ba, in the temperature 
concentration (x) plane. Taken from Ref [46]. 
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heat treatment. The orthorhoinbic fomi exliibits superconductivity 
while the tetragonal form is non-superconducting. 
The orthorhombic structure in Fig. 2.4 can be obtained from the 
stacking of tliree perovskite type cells m which the Y and Ba cations 
are crystallographically ordered m the sequence Ba-Y-Ba. This 
results in a tripling of the c axis. Out of the possible nine oxygen 
sites, only seven are nearly occupied. The plane containing Y has no 
oxygen atoms. The second oxygen vacancy occurs in an ordered 
manner in the two copper basal planes at the two ends of the tripled 
perovskite unit cell. The absence of the oxygen in the Y plan causes a 
slight inward collapse of the unit cell towards the center. The 
ordering of the oxygen in the basal planes containing copper results 
in the slight orthorhombic distortion of the unit cell. There are two 
inequivalent copper sites Cu(l) and Cu (2). The oxygen atoms in the 
Ba-0 plane are closer to the 0(1) atoms than to the 0(2) atoms. Thus 
the structure consists of dimpled 0(2)-Cu(l)-0(l) linear chains along 
the b-direction. The chains are weakly coupled to the planes through 
0(4) but the Cu(l)-0(4)-Cu(2) bond is very asymmetric due to very 
different Cu-0 distances, 1085A for Cu(l)-0(4) versus 2.30A for 
Cu(2)-0(4). 
The tetragonal phase of YBaiCusOT^^ is shown in Fig. 2.5. The 
orthorhombic and tetragonal phases are related b>' an order-disorder 
transition between some of the oxygen sites. This transition occurs ai 
temperature of 700°C in one atmosphere pressure of oxygen The 
tetragonal phase can be stabilized at room temperature by quenching 
the sample from above 700°C to room temperature or below [41]. 
The orthorhombic to tetragonal structural transfonnation is 
^ f e 
Fig. 2.4. Structure of orthorhombic YBaaCu^O;. Taken from Ref [47], 
- C u 2 
• ^ r i ^ I ^ c u i 
^ 6 
Fig. 2 5 Structure of tetragonal l'Ba2Cu307 Taken from Ref [47] 
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characterized by two mam features First, the total oxygen content 
decreases m a smooth manner with increasing temperature This 
occurs mamly due to the depletion of the oxygen from the 0(1) (0, '/2, 
0) sites. The second feature is that there is a gradual mcrease in the 
occupation of the vacant 0(5) oxygen site at (1/2, 0, 0) in the 
orthorhombic representation. In the tetragonal forni the 0(1) and 
0(5) sites become symmetry equivalent and are designated as 0(1). 
As oxygen is removed from the ortliorhombic phase, the Tc decreases 
fu-st to values around 60K after which drops to zero m the tetragonal 
phase where x becomes close to one 
(vi) Bi- and Tl- based system 
Bi- based copper oxide materials with Tc onsets over lOOK were 
discovered by Maeda et al [7] and Chu et al. [42], in 1988 in the Bi-
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system and by Sheng and Hennann m 1988 in Tl-Ba-Ca-
Cu-0 system. In Fig, 2.6, Tl2Ba2CaCu208 has a centered tefragonal 
14/mmm structure, which is the same space group as the high 
temperature phase of the La2Cu04 system The unit cell consists of 
two Cu02 layers separated by Ca ions, and two Tl-0 layers separated 
from each of the Cu02 layers by Ba-0 layer 
The Bi2Sr2Ca]Cu208 material has a structure that is closely related to 
that of Tl2Ba2CaiCu208(2212). In the Bi material Sr cations are neecd 
to stablize the phase in place of the Ba-ions in the Tl matenal The 
parent structure of Bi (2212) is tha same as the Tl(2212) structure, a 
3.817A and c=30.5A, but there are ratlier stronger internal 
displacements and superlattice structure in Bi(2212). 
• Cu 
Bi2Sf2C8Cu20g 
I'i/mmm 
<J) SPACE GROUP 
- Cu-0 LAYERS 
Bi 0 LAYERS 
Fig. 2.6. Crystal stnicture 
of BisSrsCaCu^Os [48.491. Taken from Ref [49^ 
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2.3 Theories of Superconductivity 
The development of a microscopic theory has been an important 
problem in the field. Several, widely different approaches have been 
used to understand the occurrence of HTSC. In the followmg some of 
the main theories are described briefly; 
(i) The BCS pairing, Energy gap 
It was not till 1957 that an acceptable theory in the form of BCS 
pairing theory emerged on the scene. Bardeen, Cooper and 
Sclirieffer[43] led the basis of a general quantum theory of 
superconductivity. An attractive interaction between electrons can 
lead to a ground state of the entire electronic system, which is 
separated from excited states by an energy gap. The critical field, the 
thermal properties and most of the electromagnetic properties are the 
consequences of the energy gap. In special circumstances, 
superconductivity may occur without an actual energy gap. The 
electron lattice electron interaction is attractive and leads to an energ>' 
gap of the observed magnitude. The indirect interaction proceeds as 
follows: 
One electron interacts with the lattice and deforms it; a second 
electron sees the deformed lattice and adjusts itself to take advantage 
of the deformation to lower its energy. Thus the second electron 
interacts with the first electron via the lattice deformation field or 
phonon field. 
In order to explain the occurrence of HTSC it has been argued that 
the effective attractive interaction for the BCS pairing can be 
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substance becomes superconductor or the resistivity vanishes. 
b) Critical current density (Jc): If the current density exceeds this 
value, the superconductivity is destro>'ed. 
c) Critical magnetic field (He): If the magnetic field acting on the 
material exceeds this value, the superconductivity is destroyed. 
d) Persistent Current: If a current is induced in a superconducting 
loop, it remains undiminished over several years, even it the current 
source is removed. 
e) Meissner effect: If a material is placed in a magnetic field, the lines 
of forces will pass through the bod>' of the sample. As soon as the 
material is cooled below its transition temperature (Tc), all the lines 
of forces will be excluded from the body of the sample. This 
exclusion of magnetic lines of forces from the body of the sample is 
known as Meissner effect. In this case, the substance acts as a perfect 
diamagnetic. The two other variants of Meissner effect are that a 
material can be used as a shield for magnetic field and also as a trap 
for magnetic fields. 
f) Penetration Depth: If a superconducting material is placed in a 
magnetic field, the field can penetrate the surface to some depth 
generally of the order of a few hundred Angstroms. 
g) Superconducting materials have been divided into two types: I and II. 
Type I materials behave as perfect diamagnetic material In t> pe 11 
material, the magnetic field can exist inside the body of the sample 
and the material is said to be in the vortex state or the intermediate 
state. Quantum of magnetic flux are spread throughout the body. 
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provided by high frequency collective electronic excitations in the 
system rather than by the usual lattice phonons. 
(ii) Other theoretical approaches 
The exchange of phonons, excitons, plasmons etc. have been 
considered with in the frame work of the BCS pairing theory to 
obtain an effective attractive BCS interaction with large range and 
high Tc. A very serious attempt has been made by Anderson and his 
collaborators to develop the Resonating Valence Band theory 
(RVB)[44] of superconductivity. 
RVB theory 
Anderson found out that the whole wealth of experimental results can 
not be fitted in the honest way to the conventional theory. The 
departures were in two fronts, the first one is that superconductivity is 
not due to phonon induced pairing of electrons. The second and 
perhaps the most important one is that superconductivity arises not 
from Cooper pairs condensation but from condensation of quasi 
particles of positive charge which are now called "Holons". The 
basic idea of theory was that the singlet pairs in the RVB insulator are 
the Cooper pairs. In the Mott insulator they are neutral owing to the 
absence of real charge density fluctuations in an insulator. When Ba 
is added and electrons are removed from the Mott insulator, a fraction 
of the pre-existing singlet pairs get charged and superconductivity 
results. 
Important attributes of the superconductor are the following: 
a) Transition temperature (Tc): If cooled below this temperature, the 
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h) For ordinary solids, the temperature dependence of specific heat is as 
follows. Cv = AT^ + BT. In superconducting state, the relation is as 
follows. 
Cv = AT^ + Ce . This relation predicts that there is an energy 
gap in the superconductors. 
i) The energy gap in superconductors has been experimentally 
measured and its value is 10'^' ^ eV. It means that the charge carrier 
can be lifted from the ground state to the excited state by supplying at 
least this much of energy. 
j) It has been experimentally found that the Tc's of a material (element) 
depends upon isotropic mass, i.e., M"Tc constant. This relation 
gave an important hint to the early theoreticians that phonons (whose 
frequency depends upon mass) have important role to play in the 
theory of superconductivity. 
k) Tunneling effect: Its manifestation is the Josephson effect, which is 
divided into two parts; 1) D.C. Josephson effect and 2) A. C. 
Josephson effect. In D. C. Josephson effect, electrical potential 
difference can be obtained on the surfaces of two superconductors, if 
a thin layer of insulator is sandwiched between them. In A. C. 
Josephson effect, A. C. voltage can be generated if a small D. C. 
voltage is applied between the surfaces of two superconductors 
separated by a thin layer of insulator For 1 mV (d. c. ), the frequenc\ 
generated is 483.6 Mc/s and for 2 mV (d. c. ), the frequency is 2 x 
483.6 Mc/s and so on so forth. 
I) Entropy of a material is much lower when it is in the normal state. It 
shows that superconductivity is the more ordered state of a material. 
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If a theory of superconductivity is to be proposed, one has to take all 
these facts into consideration 
2.4 Applications of superconductors 
Superconductors are used m energy storage devices, more fabricated 
powerful magnets required for Particles & Solid state physics 
research The other applications are 
a) Magnetic Levitation 
Magnetic-levitation is an apphcation where transport vehicles such as 
trains can be made to float on strong superconducting magnets, 
virtually elimmatmg friction between the tram and its tracks 
b) Bio-magnetism 
An area where superconductors can perform a hfe-saving function is 
m the field of bio-magnetism Doctors need a non-mvasive means of 
determimng what's gomg on mside the human body By impinging a 
strong superconductor-denved magnetic field into the body, 
hydrogen atoms that exist m the body's water and fat molecules are 
forced to accept energy from tlie magnetic field They then release 
this energy at. a frequency that can be detected and displayed 
graphically by a computer The Korean Superconductivity Group 
within KRISS has earned bio-magnetic technology a step further with 
the development of a double-relaxation oscillation SQUID 
(Superconductmg Quantum Interference Device) SQUID's are 
capable of sensmg a change m a magnetic field over a billion times 
weaker than the force that moves the needle on a compass 
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c) Superconducting Generator 
Electric generators made with superconducting wire are far more 
efficient than conventional generators wound with copper wire In 
fact, their efficiency is above 99% and their size about half that of 
conventional generators These facts make them very lucrative 
ventures for power utilities 
d) Filters 
In the electronics industry, ultra-high-performance filters are now 
being built. Since superconducting wire has near zero resistance, even 
at high fi-equencies, many more filter stages can be employed to 
achieve a desired fi-equency response Tins translates into an ability to 
pass desired frequencies and block undesirable frequencies m high-
congestion radio frequency applications such as cellular telephone 
systems. 
e) Defence 
Superconductors have also found widespread applications in the 
mihtaiy. HTSC SQUIDS are being used by the US NAVY to detect 
mines and submarines. The most significantly, smaller motors are 
being built for NAVY ships using superconductmg wire and "tape" 
The most ignominious military use of superconductors nia> conic 
with the deployment of E-bombs These are devices that make use ol 
strong, superconductor-derived magnetic fields to create a fast, high-
intensity electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) to disable an enemy's 
electronic equipment. 
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COLOSSAL 
MAGNETORESISTANCE 
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3.1 Introduction 
The existence of metal-insulator transition (MIT) in lanthanum based 
manganites was established in early 1950 [1,2], and was extensively 
studied thereafter. Jonker and van Santen synthesized the Laj. 
xSrxMnOs and measured the temperature dependence of resistivity. 
The resurgence in research in this field occurred in 1993[3], when 
colossal magnetoresistance was observed m these compounds. 
Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), as the name implies, is the 
phenomenon of dramatic changes in resistance attendant upon 
application of a magnetic field. There has been heightened interest in 
the past few years, not only from a fundamental point of view but 
also from applications stand point. 
From the fundamental point of view, there are questions about our 
basic understanding of materials. This particular set of materials, the 
manganites have many unusual properties other than 
magnetoresistance such as the Jahn-Teller effect, polaron physics, 
and other interesting phenomena, which must be explored and 
explained. 
As regards the apphcations, the interest is being driven by the need 
for better hard drives. Hard disks and floppy disks rely on magnetic 
storage. That is, every bit of information stored on a disk drive is 
done using tiny magnets. If the magnet is pointed one way, the disk 
drive read head detects one, else it detects zero. Each of these is one 
bit. To obtain more storage space, we need to make these bits smaller 
and that require reducing the size of the read head and that is where 
CMR comes in. One goal is to make tiny CMR devices, which can be 
used for building better disk drives. 
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Manganites have a general chemical fonnula Ri.xAxMnOs (where R 
is a trivalent rare earth and A is a di\ alent element like Ca, Sr, Pb). 
3.2 Properties of manganites 
The manganese oxides that show colossal magnetoresistance form a 
simple perovskite crystal structure (Fig. 3.1). All are derived from 
manganites with the general formula RM11O3, where R is an element 
from the lanthanide group, such as lanthanum or neodymium. In 
lanthanum manganite, for example, both the lanthanum and 
manganese are trivalent cations, La'^, and Mn^ "^ , and their combined 
charge is entirely balanced by the ox> gen ions. The simple perovskite 
compounds are insulators. The Mn""^  ion has four electrons in its 
outermost 3d energy level, out of a possible ten. If this level were 
frill, five electrons would be spin-up, while the other five would be 
spin-down. But an atomic rule known as Hund's rule dictates that the 
four elecfrons in a manganese ion should point in the same direction 
to minimize the electrostatic repulsions. The spin-up and spin-down 
states are therefore well separated in energy, and the four electrons 
occupy the spin state with the lowest energy. Electrostatic 
interactions between the four electrons and the neighbouring oxygen 
ions cause this single spin state to split into two energy sublevels 
(Fig. 3.2). Three of the electrons fomi a triplet state at a lower energ>'. 
while the remaining single electron occupies a doublet state at a 
higher energy. The single electron is unstable, however, and the 
system reduces its energy by splitting the doublet state mto another 
two hyperfine energy levels. This well known phenomena, called the 
Jahn-Teller effect, is characteristic of Mn^^ ions and it has important 
> t ) 
Fig. 3.1; The structure of atypical RMnOj type conqjound Taken from Reff^JJL 
s p i n - u p 
s t a t e 
m o b i l e 
e l e c t r o n 
l o c a l i z e d 
e l e c t r o n s 
Fig. 3.2: The four electrons in the manganese ion have the same spin 
state three occupy the low - lying triplet state and one occupies 
a doublet state. Taken from Ref [31]. 
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consequences for the physical properties of the manganites. There are 
two characteristic distortions that influence the perovskite structure 
(RMnOs) of manganites. One of these distortions results from the 
cooperative tilting of MnOe octahedra. This distortion is a 
consequence of the mismatch of the ionic radii. The Goldschmidt 
tolerance factor, t, is defmed as 
t = (rA + ro)/(rB+ro)V2 
where rA, ro and vb represent the ionic radii of rare earth, oxygen and 
Mn respectively. It is a measure of distortion from the cubic 
symmetry. For the perovskites, which contain small central cations t 
is typically less than one. The tilting of the octahedra is common in 
perovskites with t <1. The other distortion, which occurs due to the J-
T effect distorts the MnOe octahedra in such a way that there are long 
and short Mn-0 bonds. The most effective distortion is the basal 
plane distortion (called Q2 mode) with one diagonally opposite 0-pair 
displaced outward and the other pair displaced inward. A J-T 
distortion involving a displacement of oxygen ions splits the eg band 
of the manganite and open a gap at the fermi level. 
In the physics of oxides the initial point is the state of transition metal 
ion that along with oxygen forms the electrically and magnetically 
active network. The basic difference between any two transition 
metal oxides (TMO) hes essentially in the charge and spm of llie 
transition metal ion that they contain and the crystal field around the 
ion. In most of the TMO, the transition metal occupies the octahedral 
site with six oxygen ions as nearest neighbours thereby forming the 
M06 octahedra. The crystal field at the site of the TM ion splits its 
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degenerate 3d orbital into orbitals with tag (triplet) and eg (doublet) 
symmetries. A lattice distortion often can shorten the in-plane M - 0 
bonds and elongate the out of plane M - 0 bonds. This introduces 
asymmetry in the structure, makes it more layer structured, changes 
the site symmetry further and removes the degeneracy of the t2g and 
Cg orbitals. 
In the case of manganites (Mn^^, Sd'^ ), the Hunds rule energy is larger 
than crystal field splitting energy. The t2g orbitals (with 3 electrons 
and spin 3/2) form a core localized spin. The hole produced on 
account of doping of a divalent alkali earth ion at the rare earth site 
goes into the (3z^ - r^) orbital with spin parallel to the core spin as 
determined by Hund's rule. These manganites are antiferromagnetic 
and insulating at room temperature and make a transition to the 
ferromagnetic and metallic state on cooling for certain doping range 
(0.2 < X < 0.5). They also exhibit huge magnetoresistance termed as 
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in the presence of a high magnetic 
field. This magnetoresistance peaks around the transition temperature 
(Tc). The mechanism of a strong ferromagnetic interaction in the 
manganites arises from the double exchange (DE) phenomenon 
originally proposed by Zener[4 . 
However, Millis et. al.[5,6], showed that the double exchange alone 
could not explain all the aspects of manganites Polaron effect due to 
the strong electron - phonon interaction arising from the Jahn-Teller 
effect must be operative. The properties of perovskite manganites 
depend on the concentration of dopant, x, and the temperature. 
Depending on the doping level (x) and the temperature, these systems 
present different phases of conduction and complicated magnetic 
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phase transitions. The changes in the electronic and magnetic 
properties of the manganites with the change in composition have 
been worked out in several systems. On the basis of these 
measurements typical phase diagram are drawn. The phase diagram 
for Sr doped systems of LaMnOs is shown in Fig.3.3[7-12]. The 
material is always paramagnetic above the transition temperature. At 
lower temperatures ordering depends on the amount of doping. The 
undoped compound (x=0) is insulating and a layered 
antiferromagnetic. On nominal doping with divalent alkaline 
elements like Ca, Sr, Ba, ( x < 0.2) complex structures are observed 
and under certain conditions the material can be a metallic 
ferromagnet. As the amount of doping is increased, the material 
becomes ferromagnetic below the Curie temperature. The 
ferromagnetic coupling is strongest at x = 0.3 - 0.4, the point at 
which the Curie temperature reaches its maximum value. The 
colossal magnetoresistance is observed typically close to the Curie 
temperature. At low doping ( x < 0.2) the material behaves like a 
semiconductor, showing an increase in resistivity as the temperature 
is lowered. On increasing doping, however, there is a tendency 
towards metallic conductivity, as observed for Lai/sSri/sMnOs in the 
paramagnetic phase. In the high doping region (x > 0.5) an insulating 
and antiferromagnetic charge ordered state is formed. The transition 
from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic state is also accompanied 
by a sudden reduction in the resistivity. Such a drop is well known in 
other ferromagnetic metallic systems and is caused by the transition 
from a state with spin disorder to one with ordered spin. Disorder 
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Fig.3.3: The temperature composition phase diagram of Lai-x^rxMnCb. 
Taken from Ref [32]. 
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causes charge carriers with different spin orientations to scatter from 
each other, increasing the resistivity. The same loss of resistivity 
should be observed in an applied magnetic field; since this aligns the 
electron spins and also prevents the scattering caused by spin 
disorder. Generally, magnetoresistance is defmed as (pH-po)/po, 
where pn is the resistivity in an applied magnetic field and po is the 
resistivity in the absence of a magnetic field. In normal ferromagnetic 
materials, the magnetoresistance effect is just a few percent and in 
practical devices based on advanced magnetic multi-layers it can rise 
to a few tens of percent. But the manganese perovskites have 
exliibited magnetoresistance values near about 100% in a magnetic 
field of a few tesla. As noted earher, three of the electrons in the 3d 
orbital of the manganese ions fi-om a triplet state at a lower energy. 
These electrons are treated as localized electrons that remain bound 
to the ion, and because their spin point in the same direction they 
have an overall magnetic moment of 3/2. While the electrons in the 
highest energy level are shared with the oxygen ions, forming an 
energy band that extends throughout the solid. The motion of charge 
carriers through this energy band and hence the conductivity of the 
material is largely controlled by the width of the band. This is 
determined by the overiapping of the manganese and oxygen orbitals, 
which in turn depends on the geometrical arrangement of the ions. A 
large overlap creates wide band. For a given distance between the 
manganese and oxygen ions, the overiap is largest when the Mn-0-
Mn bond angle is 180°. Such an arrangement is found in an ideal 
perovskite structure in which'manganese and six oxygen ions form a 
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regular octahedron. But if the lanthanum is replaced by a smaller ion, 
the octahedron distorts and the bond angle becomes smaller. This 
decreases the overlap between the orbitals and narrows the energy 
band. Materials with narrow energy bands also show weaker 
ferromagnetic coupling, leading to a lower Curie temperature. The 
alignment of electron spins modifies the effective bandwidth of 
manganites. It is easier for electrons to hop between Mn '^^ /Mn''"^ sites 
when the localized moments in neiglibouring ions are aligned. Thus 
the effective bandwidth and the conductivity increase when the 
material becomes magnetically ordered below the Curie temperature. 
The ferromagnetic coupling in these materials is therefore transmitted 
via mobile carriers. When charge carriers are not fi-ee to move, the 
system is insulating and the interactions between the localized 
electrons induce antiferromagnetc order below the Neel temperature. 
Most of the early theoretical work on manganites focused on the 
qualitative aspects of the experimentally discovered relation between 
transport and magnetic properties, namely the increase in 
conductivity upon the polarization of the spins. Not much work was 
devoted to the magnitude of the MR effect itself The formation of 
coexisting clusters of competing phases was not included in the early 
considerations . The states of manganites were assumed to be 
uniform, and "double exchange" (DE) was proposed by Zener 
(1951 b)[4] as a way to allow for charge to move in manganites by the 
generation of spin polarized state. The DE process has been 
historically explained in two somewhat different ways. Originally, 
Zener (1951b)[4] considered the expUcit movement of electrons 
schematically written as 
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Where, 1, 2 and 3 label electrons that belong either to the oxygen 
between manganese, or to the Cg level of the Mn ions. In this process 
there are two simultaneous motions (thus the name double exchange) 
involving electron 2 moving from the oxygen to the right Mn-ion, 
and electron 1 from the left Mn ion to the oxygen (Fig.3.4). The 
second way to visualize DE processes was presented in detail by 
Anderson and Hasegawa (1955)[13] and it involves a second order 
process in which the two states described above go from one to the 
other using an intermediate state In this context the 
effective hopping for the electron to move from one Mn-site to the 
next is proportional to the square of the hopping involving the p -
oxygen and d-manganese orbitals (tpd). In addition, if the localized 
spins are considered classical and with an angle 6 between nearest-
neighbor ones, the effective hopping becomes proportional to 
Cos(G/2), as shown by Anderson and Hasegawa (1995)[13]. If 9 =0 
the hopping is the largest, while if 0=7:, corresponding to an 
antiferromagnetic background, then the hopping cancels. The 
quantum version of this process has been described by Kubo and 
Ohata (1972)[14]. Here an important point noted is that the oxygen 
linking the Mn-ions is crucial to understand the origin of the word 
"double" in this process. Nevertheless, the majority of the theoretical 
work carried out in the context of manganites simply forgets the 
presence of the oxygen and uses a manganese only Hamiltonian. It is 
interesting to observe that ferromagnetic states appear in this context 
even without the oxygen. It is clear that the electrons simply need a 
double-exchange 
(S) 
(a) Mn 0 
II 
Mn^ 
Mn^ 
(b) •2g 
Fig.3.4: (a) Sketch of the Double Exchange mechanismis which involves two 
Mn ions and one 0 ion. (b) The mobility of Cg - electrons improves if 
the localized spins are polarized Taken from Ref [33], 
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polarized background to improve their kinetic energy. The effect of 
some dopants Sr, Ca, Ba will be discussed in a little detail. 
Sr-doping 
For Sr substitution, Tokura and collaborators have established the 
phase behaviour as function of x in meltgrown crystals of Lai. 
xSrxMn03[9, 15, 16, 17], as shown in Fig.3.3 (discussed in section 
1.3). An important aspect of Sr substitution is the inability to obtain 
single-phase material for x >0.6. Within the range of phase stability, 
however, there is a remarkably large variation in transport from good 
metal for x>0.3 to insulator for x<0.15. It should be noted that the 
crossover from metallic to insulating behaviour at T=0 occurs in a 
very narrow concentration region. At the low end of the substitution 
series a remarkable field-induced structural transition is observed. In 
Fig.3.5, at X = 0.17, the orthorhombic-rhombohedral transition can be 
modified by about 50K with application of a 7 T field[17 . 
Ca-doping 
The phase diagram and low - temperature behaviour of Lai. 
xCaxMnOs was explored in detail [10, 18, 19, 20] and is shown in Fig 
3.6. Charge order is also seen in Lai.xCaxMnOs for x «0.51. Cheong 
et. al., studied the phase behaviour in Lai.xCaxMnOs by assigning 
maxima in dM/dT to either FM or CO transitions for samples with 
fme x resolution[20]. Researchers find a maximum in the FM Tc of 
272K at X = 3/8. They also find a TCO maximum of 265K for x = 
5/8. These data suggest that both FM and C 0 are enhanced at 
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commensurate value of the 2x2x2 cubic Mn lattice. The behaviour for 
X « 0.5 is especially interesting. As depicted in Fig. 3.6, as the 
material is cooled from room temperature, a FM state first develops, 
then followed by a CO/AF state which exhibits metamagnetic-like 
behaviour. 
Ba-doing 
It was found that [21-23] on lowering x from 2.99 to 2.85, p 
increased by almost six orders of magnitude, uniformly over the 
temperature range 0-350K (Fig. 3.7). Over the same composition 
range, the FM moment decreased by ahnost an order of magnitude. 
Note that for the purpose of determining the average Mn valence, 
reducing the O^" concentration is equivalent to reducing the Ba cation 
concentration. For 30% Ba substitution of this series, the average 
valence is driven back down to 3+ at x = 2.835. Charge and orbital 
ordering are observed in manganites. For easy reference, possible 
magnetic structures of perovskite manganites are shown in Fig. 
3.8[24]. Goodenough (1955, 1963) [25,26] explained many of the 
features observed in the neutron scattering Lai.xCaxMnOs 
experiments by Wollan and Koechler (1955)[27], notably the 
appearance of the A-type AF phase at x = 0 and the CE type phase at 
X = 0.5. The approach of Goodenough (1955)[25] was based on 
"semicovalent exchange" and the main idea can be roughly 
explained as follows. Suppose one considers a Mn-0- bond directed, 
say, along the x-axis, and let us assume that the Mn-cation has an 
occupied orbital pointing along y or z instead of x (in other words, 
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there is an empty orbital along x). The oxygen, being in a (-2) state, 
will tiy to move towards this Mn site since it does not have a negative 
cloud of Mn electrons to fight against. This process shortens the 
distance Mn-0 and makes this bond quite stable. This is a 
semicovalent bond. Suppose now the occupied Mn-orbital has an 
electron with an up spin. Of the two relevant electrons of oxygen, the 
one with spin up will feel the exchange force toward the Mn electron, 
i.e., if both electrons involved have the same spin, the space part of 
their common wave fimction has nodes, which reduce the electron-
electron repulsion (as in Hund's rules). Then, effectively the 
considered Mn-0 bond becomes FM between the Mn electron and 
one of the oxygen electrons. 
Consider now the left side 0-Mn portion of the Mn-O-Mn bond. In 
the example under consideration, the second electron of oxygen must 
be down and it spends most of the time away from the left Mn-ion 
(rather than close to it as the oxygen spin-up electron does). If the 
Mn-ion on the right of the link Mn-O-Mn also has an occupied orbital 
pointing perpendicular to the x-axis, the 0-Mn and Mn-0 behave 
similarly (individually FM) but with pairs of spins pointing in 
opposite directions. As a consequence an effective antiferromagnetic 
Mn-Mn interaction has been generated (Fig.3.9a), and both Mn-0 
and 0-Mn are shorten in length. However, if the right Mn has an 
electron in an orbital pointing along x, namely along the relevant p-
orbital of the oxygen, the Hund - rule - like argument does not apply 
any more since now a simple direct exchange is more important, 
leading to an antiferromagnetic 0-Mn bond. In this case, the overall 
Mn-Mn interaction is FM, as sketched in (Fig.3.9b). Then simple 
d 
(a) Mn 
P 
O 
d 
(b) Mn 
P 
O Mn 
Fig.3.9: Generation of antiferromagnetic (a) or ferromagnetic (b) effective interactions 
between the spins of Mn ions mediated by oxygen, depending on the 
orientation of the Mn orbitais. Taken from Ref [33], 
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arguments lead to the notion that both AF and FM couphngs among 
the Mn-ions can be effectively generated, depending on the 
orientation of the orbitals involved. 
Goodenough (1955)[26] arrived to the A- and CE- type phases of 
manganites very early in the theoretical study of these compounds. 
The shape of these states is shown in Fig.3.10. In this line of 
reasoning, note that the Coulomb interactions are important to 
generate Hund-like rules and the oxygen is also important to produce 
the covalent bonds. The lattice distortions are also quite relevant in 
deciding which of the many possible states minimizes the energy. 
3.3 Multilayered Manganites 
Not only three- dimensional perovskite type structures are present in 
the family of magnetic compounds, but layered ones as well. In fact, 
Moritomo et. al., (I996)[28] showed that it is possible to prepare 
double layer compounds with a composition La2-xSri+2xMn207. In 
fact, these are just special cases of the Ruddlesden-Popper series (Ri. 
xAx)n+iMnn03n+i, where, R is trivalent cation, A is a divalent cation, 
and n = 1 corresponding to the single layer, n = 2 to the double layer, 
and n = CO to the cubic perovskite structure. The Ruddlesden Popper 
series is shown in the (Fig. 3.11). The temperature dependence of 
resistivity in respective multilayer structures is shown in Fig.3.12. for 
the n = 1, 2, and 00 (3D perovskite) compounds at a hole 
concentration of x = 0.4. In the regime where the single layer is 
insulating and then the n = oo layer is metallic, the double layer has an 
intermediate behaviour, with insulating properties above a critical 
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temperature and metallic below. A large MR effect is observed in this 
double layer system as shovm in Fig.3.13, larger than the one found 
for Lai-xSrxMnOs. 
The single layer manganite [28,29] has the chemical formula Lai. 
xSr]+xMn04.[28,29], This compound does not have a ferromagnetic 
phase in the range from x = 0.0 to 0.7. This range shows that the 
above compound is curious. It may be pointed out that the other 
manganites have not presented a ferromagnetic metallic phase also, 
but they had at least a ferro-insulating regime (e.g., Pri.xCaxMnOa). A 
schematic phase diagram of the one - layer compound is given in 
Fig.3.14, reproduced from Moritomo et. al. [29, 30]. At all the 
densities shown, insulating behaviour has been found. Note the 
prominent CO-phase near x = 0.5 and especially the "spin glass" 
phase in a wide range of densities between x = 0.2 and x = 0.5. The x 
= 0.5 charge ordered phase is of the CE-type. 
10^  
^ (La,Sr)3Mn207X=0.4 HI lab 
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Fig.3.13. MR effect in (La, Sr>iMn>07, x = 0 4. Taken from Ref [28], 
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CHAPTER : IV 
EPR STUDY OF CONSTITUENTS 
OF SUPERCONDUCTORS 
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4.1 Introduction: 
In 1986, Alex Muller[l] and George Bednorz discovered high 
temperature superconductivity in copper-based oxides. This finding, 
which was rewarded with the Nobel prize for physics. Prodigious 
efforts have been made to understand the mechanism of high-Tc 
superconductivity. A number of theoretical and experimental studies 
on the magnetic properties of these materials have been done, which 
suggested that the magnetism is associated with the Cu-0 network. 
EPR is one of the most powerful teclmiques to study the local copper 
environment and its interaction with the neighboring ions. 
EPR signal in the cuperate superconductors is expected because the 
majority of the copper ions are in the Cu^ "^  states, as given by various 
methods as the nuclear magnetic resonance, neutron scattering, 
photoemission and muon spin resonance studies [2-6]. Several groups 
have observed the EPR signal in HTSC, but it has been controversial 
since the very beginning[7]. Some groups attributed the observed 
signal to pure superconducting phase and some others to impurity 
phases. EPR signals observed in HTSC were assigned to different 
origins. 
4.2 Conduction Electron Spin Resonance (CESR) 
Many workers [8-11] interpreted the observed EPR signals from 
these HTSC materials in terms of conduction electron spin resonance. 
Shaltiel et. al., [10] have discussed the CESR in Bi-Sr-Cu-0 family 
of superconductors. 
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4.3 Isolated Cu^^ Ions 
In a large number of EPR investigations on the different HTSC 
compounds, spectrum from an isolated Cu^ "^  ions was observed [12-
04-
31] It was suggested by Dumy et al , [29] suggest that Cu exists 
only m the non-superconducting parts of the sample In the rest of the 
sample the atoms have fluctuating valence bond Shaltiel et a l , [38 
have reported the EPR spectrum of 123-compound, which have 
Dysonian Ime shape and hence mdicate semiconductmg behaviour 
The EPR of Ag, Eu, and Gd doped superconductors have been 
reported by Lue [32, 33], but in these samples the signals are believed 
to arise from Cu which have dx2.y2 as the ground state In many 
other cases, the observed signals were found to show considerable 
changes m intensity and other EPR parameters at Tc and so these 
signals [13, 14, 20, 24] were mterpreted as directly related to the 
superconductivity. Some workers [34, 35] have explained the 
observed EPR signals m the g = 2 region owing to the presence of 
high spin and low spin tetravalent [34] and high spin trivalent [35 
copper ions 
4.4 Exchange Coupled Cooper Pairs 
All of these HTSC materials have at least two different Cu sites per 
unit cell, It is assumed that exchange interaction may couple these 
ions as they are supposed to be close enough If the exchange energy 
is higher than the zeeman and hyperfine energies, only a single 
exchange narrowed resonance line for all the different interacting 
ions will be expected. Many groups [40, 41] have attributed the 
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observed EPR signal to exchange coupled Cu^ "^  ions pairs with 
resultant electronic spin S =1. 
4.5 Short Range Ordering Effects 
It was found that mostly, the parent systems of high -Tc 
superconductors are antiferromagnets. Many authors attributed the 
origin of the observed signals to short range magnetic ordering 
effected due to hole doping which reduces the long range 
antiferromagnetic order. In many EPR studies, the observed signal 
displayed anomalously large g-shift, intensity variation and line 
broadening effects below Tc [18,36,38], These effects were explained 
due to the presence of low dimensional AF short range order of Cu^ "^  
spins [39^. 
4.6 Spin Glass State Behaviour 
Several workers explained the behaviour of the observed EPR 
signals due to spin glass phase [42-45]. Kanoda et. al., [46] and 
Oseroff et. al., [33] have observed such an EPR signal below 40 K in 
the RBa2Cu307.s system. 
4.7 Parent and Related Systems of High-Tc Superconducting 
Compounds 
Researcher have suggested that any observed EPR spectrum from 
HTSC materials actually is due to the presence of other related or 
parent phases, e. g., CuO, BaCuOi, Cacu02, SrCu02, Y2CU2O5 etc. 
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Cupric Oxide (CuO) 
In recent years, studies on cupric oxide received a renewed interest 
due to its close relationship with the high-Tc cuprate 
superconductors. It is one of the essential starting materials for all 
high-Tc oxides. Several workers [47-53] reported this compound to 
be EPR silent at all the temperatures studied. It has been suggested 
[48,49,50,52,53] that a proper understanding of this unusual silence 
of CuO may lead to better understanding of the high-Tc 
superconductors. Various magnetic studies [54-57] showed that this 
compound is antiferromagnetic (AF) at lower temperature with two 
magnetic transition at 213 K and 230K, above which it is supposed to 
be in the paramagnetic state. Several magnetic studies indicated the 
presence of strong short range magnetic order up to 800K [58-60], 
Several workers [48, 50, 61] could not observe EPR signal from 
CuO. In few cases [47, 62, 63], a veiy weak signal was observed, 
which was considered to be due to some impurity. Kindo et. al., [64 
obseived a very broad signal at g = 2 region. Researchers [68, 47, 65-
67] compared the characteristic parameters of the EPR signals 
obtained in the HTSC sample with their related compounds to 
ascertain whether observed signals are due to presence of impurity 
phases. Comparing the g-values, line width and intensity of the 
signals and their temperature variation with that of parent 
compounds, it was conclude that the signals are actually originating 
from the non-HTSC impurity phases. Most common impurity phases 
are R2BaCu05 [37,46, 68], BaCuOj [46, 49] and Y2CU2O5 [47, 68]. 
Yu et. al., [67] studied the EPR spectrum of BaCu02, Y2CU2O5 and 
Y2BaCu05 at temperatures between 3.6K-300K. The observed 
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spectra were quite similar to that reported in the HTSC compounds. 
Similarly, Jones et. al., [68] reported the EPR spectra of the various 
constituent phases in the YiOs-BaO-CuO system and compared the 
results obtained from HTSC YBa2Cu307^ sample. The EPR study 
suggests that any EPR spectrum observed in YBaiCusOT-s arises from 
the impurity phases. Similar results were reported from a number of 
studies [47, 62, 65, 67]. Tagaya et. al., [71] reported the EPR signal 
from Bi(Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 HTSC compound to be originating from the 
presence of Ca2Cu03 formed during the sample preparation. 
Tyagi et. al., [80] could not observe any signal from a freshly 
prepared YBa2Cu307.§ sample, but when this sample was left in the 
atmosphere for five days, a clean EPR signal was observed. The 
signal of this sample recorded after cleaning the sample, again 
disappeared, while powder removed from the surface showed same 
signal as observed from the bulk piece. This is explained that the 
observed signal is arising from impurity phases formed due to 
atmospheric degradation. Similar effects have also been reported by 
several workers [65,66, 81, 69, 79, 82, 83], 
4.8 Theoretical Explanation of The EPR Silence in High-Tc Materials 
Copper containing compounds were investigated from the very early 
ages of EPR spectroscopy. The total absence of EPR signal from 
high-Tc materials becomes one of the most infriguing and puzzling 
problem in this field. In this section discuss the various important 
explanations suggested for the EPR silence of HTSC. 
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a) Non Magnetic Line Broadening Models 
Bowden et. al., [47] explained the absence of Cu^ "^  in the HTSC 
materials on the basis of line broadening due to it inert nature of the 
conduction band electrons in the metallic state, which was supported 
later theoretically by several workers [70, 85], Elhot [86] studied 
spin-relaxation in metals and considered that electron relaxation 
occurs through the combined effects of resistivity scattering via 
electron-phonon interaction and spin-orbit interaction. 
It has been noticed that while many related non-superconducting 
phases such as BaCu02, Y2BaCu05, Y2CU2O5 etc. show strong EPR 
signals due to Cu^^, the same is absent in the corresponding 
superconducting phase. Jones et. al., [68] argued that the fundamental 
qualitative behavior that sets the metalhc HTSC phases from their 
non-metallic related compounds is the demoralized nature of the d-
electrons. The spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation associated with 
these itinerant d-electrons in metalhc HTSC sample is arising from 
the scattering of these high velocity electrons by lattice phonons. 
Thus, they suggested that the EPR of metalhc HTSC samples would 
be difficuh to observe at room temperature owing to the rapid spin-
relaxation expected for conduction electrons at high temperatures. 
Here, instead of a localized Cu^ "^  signal, they suggested that a 
conduction electron spin resonance (CESR) may be the most 
probable to be detected. 
Enz [7] considered that there are two types of carriers in these 
materials as Cu-holes and 0-holes, which interact through s-d type 
coupling. The main contribution to the s-d type coupling comes from 
the spin flip term. Using the reported data [87] of resistivity of the 
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high-Tc materials, the spin flip relaxation time was estimated, to be 
proportional to T" and its value is four orders of magnitude shorter 
than the EPR period for which no signal can be detected near RT. 
Mehran et. a l , [20, 78] suggested the possibility of a kondo 
compensation relation to the Jahn-Teller effect which may be the 
cause of EPR silence of cuprate high-Tc superconductors. 
Same authors [80, 81, 84, 88] interpreted the EPR signal of copper in 
HTSC materials in terms of valence state of copper. They argued that 
copper in HTSC phase may be occurring in the Cu"' or Cu"^ ^ states. 
Zuotao [90] considered that in these compounds there exists a 
resonance between Cu and Cu through the oxygen bridges. Hence 
no EPR signal can be observed. 
b) Magnetic Fluctuation Models 
Fluctuating two dimensional antiferromagnetic spin correlations in 
the Cu02 planes have been reported to exist up to much higher 
temperature in superconductivity and their insulating 
antiferromagnetic related systems. From the various studies of 
La2Cu04 [2, 77] it was seen that the instantenous 2D spin correlation 
length exceeds 200 A with an exchange constant of the order of 
1500K, and the spin correlation length changes from lOOOA as the 
temperature was raised from 200K to 525K. Chattopadhyay et. al., 
97, 98] reported the existence of large spin correlation length in 
CuO of the range 200-700 A above Tn. Assuming these observations, 
Mehran and Anderson [55] initially attempted to explain the EPR 
silence of Cu^^ in HTSC and their related compounds in terms of the 
large EPR line width due to the very large spin correlation and length. 
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They obtained a linear dependence ^/a, where ^ is the temperature 
dependent spin correlation length, a is the spin-spin nearest neighbour 
distance. Chakravarty and Orbach [73] theoretically explained the 
EPR line width using a nearly (^/a)^ dependence and have obtained a 
value of 100 kilo-gauss at 4 0 0 K , 3 4 K gauss at 4 5 0 K and 1 3 K gauss 
at 5 0 0 K . They argued that while the enormous line width may make 
any EPR signal undetectable at and near RT, the spectrum may be 
observable at temperature above 5 0 0 K . Lazuta [ 74 ] calculated the 
line width for La2Cu04 single crystal (Tn = 25OK) to be 2.8 kilo-
gauss at 3 0 0 K and 0 . 6 kilo- gauss at 4 0 0 K , which should be easily 
observable. But according to Mehran et. al., [48, 50] and Oseroff et. 
al., [75], no EPR signal was observed from all these systems even up 
to 5 7 0 K . Lazuta explained their absence of the EPR signal due to the 
non-stoichiometry of the sample. He further predicted that the EPR 
signals may be observable if experimented with high purity 
stoichiometric La2Cu04 with T n = 3 0 0 - 3 3 0 K . Due to the seemingly 
difficult possibilties of getting any verification of these theoretical 
predictions from the complicated cuprate systems, Castner and 
Seelira [99] studied the vahdity of these models using the 
experimental data obtained from a well known antiferromagnetic 2D 
spin '/2 copper compound Cu(HC00)2.4H20 in the critical region. 
They found that the EPR line width shows a linear temperature 
dependence between 2TN to 20 TN where (TN=17K). From a 
comparison between the theoretical values of EPR line width (z\Hc) 
in the critical region employing (^/a), (^/a)^, (^/a)^ dependence plus 
that obtained using Chakravarty and Orbach's expression [74], 
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between (^/a)^, (^/a)^ ] with the experimentally obtained data, the 
{^Idif dependence of line width was found to be in agreement with 
experimental data. 
All the models explaining the Cu^ "^  EPR silence or absence in terms 
of the large line width due to the presence of temperature dependent 
spin correlation length indeed furnishes an estimated value of few 
hundred gauss for the line width at temperature near lOOOK. In such a 
case, one expects a very intense signal, clearly detectable using 
standard EPR set up. But the recent report by Simon et. al., [76] about 
the absence of any divalent copper EPR signal even up to 1150K in 
La2Cu04, with Tn varying over a large, strongly contradicts all these 
existing magnetic fluctuation models. 
4.9 RVB Mechanism and Any on Explanation 
Anderson [90,91] suggested that a system with large quantum spin 
fluctuations arising from low dimensionality or frustration may not 
undergo a spontaneous symmetry breaking and the conventional 
long range AF ordering. Instead, it may remain as a special 
paramagnet, more specially, as a liquid of singlet pairs. These pairs 
will resonate among various singlet configuration and will from the 
so called resonating valence bond (RVB) state. In such a state, since 
the spin pairs remain in the singlet (S=0) state, no EPR signal can be 
observed. This explanation was evoked by a large number of 
researchers [47, 48, 80, 92, 93] to explain the EPR silence of Cu^^ in 
HTSC. Oseroff et. al., [75] and Mehran et. al., [50] made an 
unsuccessful attempt to detect such an S=1 EPR spectrum from 
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HTSC and their related compound such as CuO, La2Cu04, 
YBa2Cu306 etc., up to temperature of 570K. They explained tliis 
silence as due to the strong exchange interaction rendering the triplet 
(S=l) state accessible only at high temperature. 
Meliran et. al., [94] suggested that spin half entities present in 
HTSC system are not fermions but they are anyons in a chiral spin 
liquid state [95, 96], and they would not obey time reversal 
symmetry and so they would not show kramers degeneracy. For 
non-kramer degenerate centers, splitting due to the local random 
fields, which vary from site to site, will cause the extensive 
broadening of the EPR line and are therefore not generally 
detectable. Even the temperature at which the chiral spin liquid state 
sets in is not known exactly. Anyon theory [95, 96] suggests that this 
would be of the order of exchange interaction parameters J=1000-
1500 K. But Simon et. al., [72] reported absence of EPR signal from 
La2Cu04 even up to 1150K, which is also quite close to the 
exchange energy. 
It was nearly established that pure superconductors are EPR silent. 
Till now, there is no acceptable mechanism of high temperature 
superconductivity. A strategy was formed to study (in our 
laboratory) the EPR spectra of parent compounds and their related 
compounds i.e. CuO and then its binary combination with other 
basic ingradient BaO, CaO, SrO and finally the whole 
superconductor and monitor how the signals evolve and finally 
vanish when the complete superconducting material is formed. In 
this process, CuO, BaCuOi, CaCuOi, SrCu02, Y2CU2O5 were 
studied. They were prepared by solid state reaction method and the 
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final sintering temperature was 950°C, same as the final sintering 
temperature of YBaiCusO? superconductor. XRD of all the materials 
were taken and were found similar to those already reported in 
literature. 
It was observed that in all the above materials, different Cu-networks 
are formed such as Cu-monomers, dimers and tetramers etc. The 
spectra obtained fi:om different substances are reproduced below and 
discussed. They were detected and analysed on the basis of g-values, 
fine and hyperfine splitting constants. 
CuO 
Besides the usual Cu signal at g«2, an important signal (Fig.4.1), 
which could be analysed in terms of Cu-dimer [Cu-O-Cu or (CuO)2]. 
The splitting of the signal in seven components may be interpreted 
as the hyperfme structure of a system having total nuclear spin = 3. 
The total nuclear spin can arise from the dimerization of two Cu-
ions, individually having nuclear spin I =3/2. Each Cu-ion has 
electronic spin =^V2 and due to dimerization, the total electronic spin 
should have become equal to V2 + /a = 1 and there should have been 
two (=2S) fine structure components but it is not observed here. 
Probably the fine structure splitting constant is vanishingly small. 
The effect of dimerization, which is observed here, is that g «3. 
Another important spectrum that was observed here is shown in the 
(H'g. 4 2). 
The signal has thirteen components. It can be interpreted as the 
hyperfine structure of a system having total nuclear spin = 6, i.e., by 
the tetramerization of Cu-spins [(CuO)4]. Here again the fine 
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structure splitting constant appears to be negligibly small. These 
signals are not always reproducible in all the sample, different 
portions give different spectra. They are situated as islands in the 
sample. Many portions of the spectra do not yield any spectrum. It is 
interpreted that some Cu-complexes (monomers, dimers, tetramers) 
when magnetically isolated from the bulk are able to produce 
spectra. Otherwise, the Cu-ions in the CuOj plane, which are present 
in all the materials are antiferromagnetically coupled and are unable 
to yield any spectrum. 
BaCu02 
In this sample, again besides the Cu-monomer signal, the important 
spectrum is shown in the (Fig.4.3). The spectrum has 8 signals 
marked by arrows and a strong signal at magnetic field position of 
«3350 Gauss. The group of eight signals can be subdivided into two 
groups of four each (the alternate signals in one group). The 
alternate signals have different appearances-one subgroup peaking 
upwards and other peaking downwards in a slanting way. It looks 
reasonable to subdivide them into two subgroups. Each subgroup of 
four signals may represent the fine structure split components of a 
system having total electronic spin =2, i.e., the spectrum of a Cu-
tetramer. The high field side large signal may be attributed to Cu-
monomer. 
CaCu02 
One important signal is shown in (Fig.4.4.). The four signals in right 
hand side marked with arrows may be due to fine structure of S =2 
system, i.e., Cu-tetramer. The left hand strong signal, consisting of 
two components may be fine structure of S =1 system, i.e., Cu-dimer. 
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The tetramer signals seems to have hyperfme structure but not clearly 
resolved, but the dimer signals do not show any hyperfme splitting 
SrCu02 
The spectrum is shown in (Fig. 4.5). The right hand side small signal 
may be interpreted to arise from Cu-monomer (g « 2) and the left 
hand side big signal to Cu-dimer (g « 3). In no attempt, more 
complex signals were obtained as in BaCuOi and CaCuOi. The 
reason may be that SrCu02 is magnetically different from the other 
two. 
Y2CU2O5 
Two kinds of important spectra were obtained in this case. The first is 
shown in (Fig. 4.6). It can be easily interpreted as arising due to Cu-
tetramer (fine structure). The other is shown in the (Fig.4.7). The 
spectrum consists of several signals (at least seven) in the low field 
side and an outstanding signal at about 4000 G. The first two of the 
seven signals may be due to Cu - dimer, the third from Cu -
monomer and the rest four from Cu - tetramer. In the last four, there 
may be two kinds of Cu - tetramer because the components seem to 
be split. The big signal at 4000 Gauss seems to be of different origin. 
The tetramer (CuO)4 is a four one half spin system and is essentially 
16-foId degenerate. By Heisenberg isotropic exchange, it is split into 
six components: one pentet, three triplets and two singlets. The big 
signal at ^4000 Gauss may be attributed to inter-level transitions. 
One thing is to be marked that in several cases, the spectra from Cu-
tetramers have been observed but the parameter like g-value, fine 
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structure splitting and hyperfine structure splitting constants are quite 
different. The difference may arise due to different kinds of Cu-
tetramer, one square-planer, pyramidal (CuO)4 with attachment with 
one disordered oxygen ion and octahedral (CuO)4 with attachment 
with two disordered oxygen ions etc. 
As will be seen in the EPR study of actual superconductors (next 
chapter), the spectra from Cu - tetramers are found both in the case 
of non-superconductors (BaCu02, CaCu02 etc.) and the actual 
superconductors. What is the difference in the Cu-tetramers, that are 
obtained in non-superconductors and in superconductors. This 
question has been answered[100] that in superconductors the pentet 
or five fold degenerate level may form the ground state and in non-
superconductors, a singlet may form the ground state. 
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CHAPTER: V 
EPR STUDY OF DEOXYGENATED 
HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS 
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5.1 Introduction 
High temperature superconductors (HTSC) are EPR silent [1-5] but 
the all-important CuOi planes of the superconductors can be probed 
if the substances are deoxygenated. Already the following substances 
have been investigated CuO [6], BaCu02 [7], CaCuOz, Y2CU2O5, Y-
123 superconductor [8,9], La2Cu04 [10], La2.xMxCu04 (M=Ba, Sr) 
[11] and Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 [12]. In all of them, the focus was on the 
spectra of Cu-tetramers (CuO)4 and other species which occurred 
with less frequency were ignored. Presently the following substances 
have been investigated: Bi: 2201, Bi-2212, Bi-2223, Y-123, Tl-2223 
and Hg-1223. All kinds of the spectra are being reported and attempts 
have been made to identify the species giving the spectra and analyze 
them. 
5.2 Experimental 
Substances were prepared by usual solid state reaction route. Purity 
of the prepared substances verified by XRD. They tallied with the 
earlier reported XRD patterns of these substances [13-16], A 
representative XRD of YBa2Cu307 and its transition temperature (Tc) 
by resistivity measurement is given in tlie Fig.5.1-5.2. In most of the 
cases, XRD were taken before and after deoxygenation of the 
samples and no significant difference was found in the relative 
intensity, line profile and tlie widtli the diffiraction lines in the two 
conditions. Transition temperature (Tc) of all the samples were 
measured and have been reported in Table.5.1. None of the as 
prepared samples gave EPR spectra suggesting their superconducting 
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nature due to EPR silence [1-5]. Only after deoxygenation, they gave 
EPR spectra. 
Weight of the samples was measured before and after deoxygenation. 
In a few cases, the weight loss was found to be 2-3% and in others, 
no weight loss was registered. The weight loss was attributed to the 
loss of oxygen content. Both kinds of the deoxygenated samples, with 
or without weight loss, gave EPR spectra. In cases, where weight loss 
was registered, it was inferred that some Cu-oxygen bonds have 
ruptured and oxygen ejected out of the bulk and in cases where there 
was no weight loss but still giving EPR spectra, it was inferred that 
some oxygen ions have been displaced from their equilibrium 
positions. It is assumed that on deoxygenation, CuOi planes of the 
superconductors are broken into fragments of various sizes. Small 
fragments of CuO: plane which are magnetically isolated from the 
bulk due to Cu-0 bond breaking or displacement of oxygen ions from 
their equilibrium positions give EPR specfra. They are situated as 
small islands in the bulk. This is why, the deoxygenation does not 
bring about any significant change in the XRD patterns, as mentioned 
earlier. Even in transition temperatures (Tc's), the deoxygenation 
does not bring about significant change. It is thought that the 
superconducting current path which is broken by the Cu-0 bond 
breaking or displacement of oxygen ions from their equilibrium sites 
is short-circuited by the neighbouring continuous superconducting 
paths. Small fragments of Cu02 plane which are responsible for 
producing EPR spectra come from different CuOi planes and torn 
different places in the planes of the microcrystallites of the material, 
which are themselves oriented at random and hence the spectra have 
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mostly powder characteristics. In some cases, when the deoxygenated 
pieces are bigger in size, they have characteristics of crystal spectra. 
For deoxygenation of the substances following methods were used : 
(i) suddenly dropping the substance from a temperature a little higher 
than its preparation temperature into a liquid nitrogen bath; (ii) 
suddenly taking out substance from the frimace at a particular 
temperature and left in air to cool down; (iii) sucking out air 
continuously by vacuum pump from an open quartz or steel tube 
containing the substance maintained at different temperatures. EPR 
spectra were recorded on JEOL (JES-RE2X) X-band ESR 
spectrometer with lOOkHz field modulation. All the spectra were 
recorded at room temperature. XRD were taken on Philips model 
(PW 1710) diffi-actometer and transition temperatures (Tc's) were 
measured by DC four-probe technique. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
EPR spectra were recorded for more than one hundred samples, from 
different batches of preparation and from different portions from the 
same batch. The aim was to record all the varieties of the spectra in 
these samples. Different samples of the same compounds gave 
different spectra; some which were repetitive, but some spectra of the 
samples of different compounds were also similar. It was 
understandable, because every spectra came from CuOj plane of the 
superconductors which is broken into fragments of various sizes on 
deoxygenation. Breaking of Cu02 sheet by quenching is a statistical 
process and every time the fragments should not be same hence 
variation in the spectra in different cycles. In all, 20 different types of 
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spectra could be observed and for ready reckoning, they are presented 
in the tabular form in Table. 5.1. Spectra obtained in these 
compounds have been shown in Fig. 5 .3 -5 .8 . 
The spectra obtained in various cases have been analyzed in terms of 
Cu-octamers, Cu-tetramers, Cu-dimers and Cu-monomers. There is a 
signal appearing at near zero field, which could not be identified 
because it did not have any structure. It may be due to a fragment 
bigger than Cu-octamer. It is beheved that when the substances are 
quenched, CuOi is broken into fragments of different sizes. The 
smaller fragments are octamers, tetramers, dimers and monomers and 
the bigger fragments are not accessible by EPR because probably the 
original AFM order remains intact in them. The identified fragments 
also do not appear in one variety. This may be due to different type of 
association with surrounding oxygen ions. For example, a Cu-
tetramer (CuO)4 may be completely isolated or attached with one 
oxygen ion at the top acquiring square pyramidal form or two oxygen 
ions giving it a distorted octahedral form. Alternatively, the electronic 
structure of Cu02 might change from substance to substance due to 
different types of insulator planes present in the immediate vicinity of 
Cu02 plane. For Cu-monomers, difference in g-values may be due to 
different environment of Cu ions. Analysis of the spectra (shown in 
Figs. 5.3-5.8) in Table. 5.1 have not been ver>' rigorous because 
angular variation of the spectra could not be plotted except in one 
case of Bi-2223. Octamers could be identified by hyperfine splitting 
into 25 components and then their often occurring g-values (see 
Table.5.1), tetramers by their fine structure splitting into four 
components with proper intensity and their g-value [7-12] (see 
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Fig. 5.3. EPR spectra of Bi-2201 (a) qucnchcd from 840"C to LNT, (1) Cu-octamer , (2) Cu-
tetramcr, (3) Cu-monotner (b) air sucked ou( at 840"C for I2h. Dots indicate f ine 
structure components of Cu-tetranier 
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Fig.5.4 EPR spectrum of Bi-2212 af ter sucking om air at 855<>C for 12 hours. Dots indicate 
4 tine structure components o f Cu-tetramer. 
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f^ig-S.S. EPR spectra of Bi-2223 (a) a representative spectrum when the substance was 
quenched from 860°C to LNT. Dots indicate the 4 fine structure components of 
Cu-tetramer and M represents signal due to Cu-monomer. (b) and (c) when air was 
sucked out at 840°C for 12 hours. In (c) the two signals are separated but in (b) 
they (I&2) are coincident. The fixed signal (2) is due to Cu-monomer and the 
moving signal ( I ) may be due to Cu-tetramer. 
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Fig3.6. EPR spectra of Y-123 (a) after sucking out air at 300°C for 12 hours, (I) Cu-
octamer (2) Cu - dimer, 4 small dots indicate 4 f.s. components of one kix^^pf 
tetramer and 4 circles indicate 4 f.s. components of another kind of Cu-tetramen^) 
air sucked out at 860°C for 12 hours. Two arrows indicate two fs components of 
Cu-dimer, 4 circles indicate 4 f.s. components of Cu-tetramer and M shows 
Cu-monomer signal (c) air sucked out at 400°C for 12 hours. Two arrows indicate 
two f .s. components of Cu - dimer, 4 dots indicate 4 f s. components of Cu -
tetramer and M shows Cu-monomer signal, (d) air sucked out at 860°C for 24 
hours. Arrow shows unsplit Cu-dimer. 4 dots shows 4 f s. components of Cu-
tetramer and M- shows Cu-monomer signal with gi i 
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Fig.5.7. EPR spectra of Tl-2223 (a) air sucked out at 100°C for 12 hours; 4 dots show 4 fs . 
components of Cu-tetramer; M represents monomer with gi i (b) air sucked out 
at 300°C for 12 hours; I represents Cu-cluster bigger than Cu - octamer; two 
vertical arrows represent two f. s. components of Cu-dimer. -H represents imsplit 
Cu-tetramer. M, monomer (c) air sucked out at SOO^ C for 24V^ T3^ A^ :s. -- • 
Overlapping big cluster (i-) and Cu-octamer (1) signals 2 represents Cu-{iihw|'. 8 
dots represent f. s. components of two sets of Cu-tetramers; difficult to isolate th&n. 
(d) air sucked out at 450°C for 12 hours. Overlapping big cluster (4-) and Cu-
octamer (1) signals. 2 represents Cu-dimer. 8 dots represent f s. components of two 
sets of Cu-tetramers; difficult to isolate them. Part of the spectrum shown at higher 
gain, (e) air sucked out at 450°C for 24 hours. 2 dots represent f s. components of 
Cu-dimers. 
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Fig. 5.8. EPR spectra of Hg-1223 (a) air sucked out at 350°C for 24 hours shows 13 line 
hyperfine structure of Cu-tetramer, (b) air sucked out at 400°C for 36 hours 
shows unresolved Cu-tetramer signal (c) air sucked out at 350°C for 12 hours 
different batch from that in (a), 4 dots show 4 f s. components of Cu-tetramer. (d) 
spectrum of the precursor of Hg-1223, i.e. Ca2Sr2Cu30x heated at 900®C for 5 days; 
shows monomer signal with gn 
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Table.5.1.), dimers by their fine structure into two components with 
proper intensity and their g-value [6] and monomer by their usual g -
values and occurrence of parallel and perpendicular components. 
Assignment of EPR spectra of particular copper-clusters has been 
based on the hyperfme and fine structure of specific spin state of 
clusters. The electronic spin of individual Cu-ion = Va and its nuclear 
spin = 3/2. It is assumed that the electronic spins of all the Cu-ions in 
a cluster align ferromagnetically and so also the nuclear spins. For 
example, in a Cu-tetramer [(CuO)4] the total electronic spin S = 2 and 
the total nuclear spin I = 6 which may give 2S = 4 fine structure 
components and 21+1 = 13 hyperfine structure components. It is 
conjectured that compounding of electronic and nuclear spins is due 
to the fast motion of the electrons/holes in the skeletal fi-amework of 
(CuO)4 network. The Cu^^ ion in a 3d^ system and its behaviour can 
be described in terms of one hole or one electron in the fifth d-
subshell of the third orbit and henceforth, the term 'hole' will be 
used. Ferromagnetic coupling of spins probably ensures the lowest 
energy state of the system. This assumption seems to be justified as it 
works to explain the EPR spectra obtained here and also in earlier 
cases [6-12]. However, a rigorous theoretical treatment is required. In 
literature, there are several references to the spin-polarized Cu -
clusters [17-23 . 
The assumption that the electronic spms are ferromagnetically coupled 
and so also the nuclear spins in the Cu clusters, is not a premeditated 
one, but is a corollary derived from the analysis of the spectra. Let us 
consider the Cu-tetramer or the (CuO)4 entity, the most abundant species 
obtained in the deoxygenated superconductors or their constituents. It 
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shows 4-line pattern. One way to interpret tlie spectrum is to assign these 
four hnes to four independent Cu- monomers. But the angular variation 
of these lines observed in a few cases and their satisfactory analysis by 
spin-Hamiltonian suitable for a four '/2-spin system does not allow to 
treat the spectrum as arising from four independent Cu-monomers. 
Another way to interpret the 4-line spectrum is to treat it as the hyperfme 
structure of a Cu- complex (nuclear spin of Cu = 3/2), but the separation 
between the lines is more than the hyperfine splitting ever observed for 
Cu^^ ions. Moreover, 13-line pattern have been observed in some cases 
which can be plausibly interpreted as the hyperfme structure of a system 
with I = 6, which may arise due to the FM coupling of nuclear spins of 
four Cu^^ ions. Similarly 7 line and 25 line patterns were observed in 
many cases which were interpreted as hyperfine structure of Cu- dimers 
and Cu-octamers respectively. Thus EPR work provided sufficient 
justification for the assumption of FM coupling in the Cu-clusters. It 
would have been better to measure the magnetic susceptibility and its 
temperature variation of the as-prepared superconductors with AFM 
coupling of Cu-ions and deoxygenated superconductors with FM 
coupling in some Cu- clusters broken out and magnetically isolated from 
the bulk. The main reason that this was not done is that we did not have 
access to this instrument. 
From our experience of working on such systems, we have certain 
reservations about the success of this experiment. When the substances 
were deoxygenated, it was estimated that only a few pieces were broken 
off with FM coupling. They were situated as islands in the bulk. When 
the sample was reduced, there was sometimes no r&duction in the 
intensity of the signal. In the portion of the sample taken out of the 
9] 
sample tube, there was no signal at all. Or sometimes in the portion left 
in the tube, there was no signal and the signal was observed in the 
portion taken out of the sample tube. Reduction of the sample size was 
done several times and it was observed that the signal giving species 
were located in small pockets. Their number was estimated to be quite 
small. EPR being very sensitive may have revealed their presence. They 
might escape detection in other measurements. For example, no 
significant difference is detected in the XRD of as-prepared and 
deoxygenated samples. Earlier we had made a plan to collect enough 
amount of the material which contains only FM-coupled clusters to 
study their properties by different physico-chemical techniques. For this, 
we chose small grains of materials and tested them by EPR. Once the 
grain gave EPR signals, we went on fiirther subdividing the grain and 
collecting only those portions which gave signals or were FM coupled. 
Ultimately, the size became so small that it because impossible to handle 
and sometimes invisible to the naked eye but still capable of giving 
strong signals. We failed to collect material, which contained only FM 
coupled clusters. It shows that these clusters are located in very tiny 
islands and their number is also small. With all these reservations, it is 
still advisable to do magnetic susceptibility measurements and its 
temperature dependence because experiment is more powerfijl than 
speculation. 
In most of the cases (Table.5.1.), there is fine structure sphtting but 
practically no angular variation in it or in the g-values of the complexes. 
The hyperfine structure has been observed only in a Cu-octamer signal 
(Fig. 5.3c). The reason may be that the small pieces of deoxygenated 
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materials are in crystalline state and they are distributed in a random 
fashion as already mentioned in section 2. A few cases, which show a 
little deviation will be specially mentioned here. In Fig. 5.3b, there is no 
angular variation in the g-value but a slight and erratic (not 
corresponding to any one of the crystal symmetries) variation in the D-
value. The value of g = 2 + ^A [24], where ^ = spin orbit coupling 
constant and A involves matrix elements connecting the ground and 
excited states via the orbital angular momentum operator. D = Dso + 
Dss, where Dso is the contribution due to spin-orbit coupling and Dss is 
the contribution of the spin-spin interaction. Dso = ^^A, but A used here 
may differ from the one used in the definition of g. In g, A connects 
states of the same multiplicity but in Dso, it may connect states of 
different multiplicities also. Usually, both come out to be equal in 
magnitude. It may be argued that both in g and D, the spin-orbit coupling 
part is averaged out to a small constant value and the small variation 
seen in D is due to spin-spin interaction. Due to some order left in the 
distribution of the crystallites, spin-spin interaction causes slight but 
erratic angular dependence. In Bi- 2223, quenched by droppmg the 
substance from 860°C into hquid nitrogen bath, angular variation of the 
fine structure components could be plotted (Figs. 5.5a and 5.9) and spin 
Hamiltonian parameters [22-23] could be determined. The fine structure 
spectra of the Cu-tetramers (in Bi-2223) ha\ e been anaK sed by using the 
spin - Hamiltonion proposed by Stankou ski and others [29-31 . 
They have rightly argued that a four one-half spin system is 
essentially 16 - fold degenerate and under the action of isotropic 
Heisenberg exchange interaction, it is split into six levels: one 5 -
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fold degenerate, tliree 3 - fold and two singlets. The present spectra 
are due to 5 - fold degenerate level which is further split due to 
anisotropic Heisenberg exchange interaction and the magnetic field 
applied in the EPR experiment. According to the spin Hamiltonian 
29-31], the energy values of the four transitions among the five 
levels of the S = 2 system satisfying the selection rule AMg = +lare as 
follows; 
Wi -^W, = gpH + 3u/2 + 5v/2 
W i ^ W o = gPH + u/2 - 5v 
Wo-^ W.i - gPH - u/2 + 5v 
= gpH - 3u/2 - 5v/2 
Where u = D(3Cos^0 - 1 ) + 3E Cos2(t)Sm^e 
and V = (a/10 - b/2) (5Cos^ e+ 3 - 8Sm^20) + c Cos2(t)Sm 0^(7Cos^ e - 1) 
+ (a/2- 7b/2) Cos4(l)Sin^e 
The spin -Hamiltonion parameters were determined by the numerical 
fitting of the data and were found to be 
gx - 2 . 3 1 7 
gv = 2.524 
gz = 2.470 
D = 210 Gauss 
E = 18 Gauss 
a = -20 Gauss 
b = - 3 Gauss 
c = - 8 Gauss 
These values have been reported in the table. In the case of Bi-2223, 
deoxygenated by air sucking at 840°C for 12h, there is a large 
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variation in the g-value but no fine structure splitting (Figs. 5.5b, c, 
and 5.10). It seems that in these two cases larger crystallites of 
deoxygenated materials capable of showing regular angular variation 
were formed. In liquid nitrogen quenched Bi-2223, small crystallites 
showing angular dependence could be selected out. But they were so 
small that they could not be handled easily in the experiment and 
hence one crystallite was embedded in wax, which was cut into a 
rectangular block of convenient size and its angular variation could 
be studied. This was repeated for many crystallites. The angular 
variation of the spectrum in zy plane has been plotted in Fig 5.9. In 
the case of Bi-2223, deoxygenated by sucking out air, no such 
crystallite could be picked out. There was variation in the g-value but 
the absence of the fine structure splitting may be attributed to one of 
the following reasons i.e., dipolar interaction, fast motion or cubic 
symmetry around the series giving the EPR signal. 
It seems that on quenching by liquid nitrogen there is a chance of 
getting small crystallites but with very low probability. Sucking out 
air fi-om the substance maintained even at low temperatures of 100-
is quite efficient method of deoxygenation. The air quenching 
seems to be quite inefficient. 
As shown in Fig. 5.11a, an isolated Cu- tetramers is formed by 
breaking of eiglit Cu-oxygen bonds in its immediate neigliborhood. It 
has been generally accepted that there is some degree of covalency 
25-26] in the Cu-0 bond. If it is supposed that there is 12.5% of 
covalency in the Cu-0 bond, the breaking of eight bonds is 
equivalent to the loss of an electron or the advent of a hole in the 
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Fig.5.11. (a) Cu02 Sheet of a superconductor. The dotted enclosure shows an isolated Cu -
tetramer in which eight Cu-oxygen bonds in the immediate neighbourhood have 
been broken. A and B in this figure represent Cu-tetramers in each of which one 
hole has entered and C where there is no hole, (b) the spin alignments in A, C and 
B in (a) above, (c) dx -y character of the pair condensate. 
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isolated (CuO)4 network. With these assumptions, two obvious 
questions arise: 
1. What is the ground state of individual Cu^ "^  ions in the tetramer and 
2. How is the ferromagnetic coupling realized in the system? 
In the isolated Cu-tetramer , the Cu^ "^  ions with 3d^ configuration 
probably remains in the usual ground state ^Dsn .This can explain the 
observed total electronics spin S=2 and total nuclear spin 1=6. If the 
O - l -
hole would have occupied one of the Cu sites, it would have 
converted to 3d® configuration and its ground state would have been 
¥4. In that case, it would not be possible to obtain the total electronic 
spin =2 i.e, from a combination of Si= I/2 , 82= '/2 S3 = '/a and S4 = '/2 
representing the spins of the four Cu^ "^  ions in the tetramer. The hole 
probably resides on the oxygen sites only. The state of affairs is better 
represented by Fig. 5.12. 
The hole introduced as a result of isolation of the Cu-tetramer fi-om 
the bulk hops among the positions 1^ , 2^ , ?>', A'. Hopping is possible 
because all the oxygen sites are equivalent. The hole probably takes 
short sojourns in Px orbitals of sites 2^ , and A', and Py orbitals of sites 
• and ?>', due to proximity. As the hole jumps from site 1^ , to l!, it 
forces the hole of the Cu^^ at the position (3d^ system) at the position 
2 to rush towards the Cu^^ at the position 3. Again when the hole 
jumps from site 2', and 3^ , it along with hole displaced from the 
copper position 2 forces the hole jump on the copper position 3 to 
rush toward the position 4 and so the process goes on. As a result the 
four holes associated with the four Cu^^ ions start circulating along 
the outer Cu-O-Cu-O-Cu- circuit , thus compounding the electronic 
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spins ( S=2) and the nuclear spins (1=6). The time taken to complete 
one round of the circuit should be much smaller than the precessional 
time of the holes. In tlus process, tlie hole negotiating the oxygen 
circuit (1 ,^ t!, A') does not combine with the holes in the outer Cu-
O-Cu-O-Cu circuit. The ferromagnetic coupling of the electronic 
spins of the four holes among themselves and also of the nuclear 
spins of the four Cu- ions, probably ensures minimum energy states. 
The EPR lines observed here are broad and unsymmetrical. Two 
reasons may be adduced to it: 
1. The cross relaxation between the four FM coupled holes of the four 
Cu-ions (see Fig. 5.12) and tlie single hole hopping through the 
oxygen sites. For EPR transitions the relaxation time of the four-
coupled holes may be much smaller than those of the single hole. The 
relaxation process in the single hole may be so fast as to widen its 
signal beyond detection, but it may in turn, broaden the signal due to 
the four coupled holes of the four Cu-ions. 
2. The material of each sample investigated here are of two types: 
(a) The islands of isolated Cu-clusters giving EPR spectra and (b) The 
bulk material having unbroken CuOi sheets which is EPR silent. The 
bulk material is metallic at the temperature of investigation (300K) as 
seen by the temperature vs resistance measurement and the 
metallicity or conduction electrons/holes of the major fraction of the 
material part (b) may widen and distort the signal due to the minor 
fraction (a), which is the sole signal giving species. 
Examining the g-value of the spectra (Table.5.1.), it will be very 
glaring that they deviate considerably from the usual g«2 range. The 
values reported in Table.5.1. are experimental values of g obtained by 
# Copper 
O C'xygfT 
Fig. 5.12. Location and motion of a hole introduced as a result of isolation of the Cu-
tetramer from the bulk. 1.2.3.4 are the Cu-positions and I',2^,3V are oxygen 
sites. The px and p^  orbital of each oxygen is also .shown. 
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the relation liv = gexpenmentaipHobsemd- But the true g-values may be 
quite different from the gexperimentai- As there is ferromagnetic coupling 
of tlie spins in the Cu-clusters, or say, spin-clusters, the effective field 
(Heff) may be quite different from the applied field (Ha) due to 
demagnetization effects. The demagnetization field strength depends 
upon the shape and size of the sample. In such cases the resonance 
absorption condition is written as hv=gP(HB)'^^ [27] where B = 
magnetic induction or for cylindrical shape of the samples, 
hv=gp(H+2M) where M= intensity of magnetization. As M is 
positive, for the ferromagnetic sample it may happen that the 
effective field is of such a value that will keep the g - values in the 
proximity of 2 as required by the small zero field splitting 
occasionally identified for some of the samples in this work. 
The species of Cu-clusters that occur in our spectra are octamers, 
tetramers, dimers and monomers but never the species like trimers, 
pentamers, hexamers etc, probably, the later ones are not structurally 
and energetically favoured. The most frequently occurring species is 
the tetramer and appears at the lowest quenching temperature (as seen 
from Table.5.1.). It is understandable because (CuO)4 acts as the unit 
cell of the two-dimensional Cu02 plane and on violent treatments 
done for deoxygenation, the breaking of Cu02 plane into units seems 
to be quite natural. 
The isolated Cu-tetramers seen in this study and the earher ones [7-
12] seem to be of great significance. As mentioned earlier that the 
breaking of eight Cu-0 bonds in the immediate vicinity of (CuO)4 is 
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equivalent to the introduction of a hole in it, the following equality 
should hold good : 
Isolated (CuO)4 = (CuO)4 of the actual superconductor + a hole inside 
it. 
Further as the conductivity in the superconductors is through holes, the 
study of the behaviour of isolated Cu- tetramers may throw light on the 
properties of the bulk superconductors and may provide clue to the 
mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. 
As had been noted in our earlier studies [6-12], Cu-tetramers are 
obtained in non-superconductors also like CaCuOi, BaCuOi etc, but 
the Cu-tetramers obtained in the superconductors are different from 
those obtained in non-superconductors. A four one-half spin system 
is essentially 16 fold degenerate and by Heisenberg isotropic 
exchange splits into six components: one pentet, three triplets and 
two singlets. In superconductors, the pentet has been found to be 
ground state but in non-superconductors, singlet is the ground state. 
[12]. 
It seems that in the consideration of mechanism of high temperature 
superconductivity, especially in the magnetic mechanisms, the 
(CuO)4 can play an important role. For example in the spin-bag 
theory [28], spin fluctuation theory, magnetic bipolaron, magnon 
theories [24-25] physical quasi-particles can be taken as Cu -
tetramers with spin S = 2 instead of spin - femiions The magnetic 
coupling will be stronger for the tetramers with total electronic spin 
(S=2) than for the spin = '/a particle and may explain the higher 
transition temperatures. 
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The most tempting thing is the magnitude of coherence length in 
HTSC which in ab plane is of the order of 15-20 A and in the 
perpendicular direction it is 4-8 A. In ab plane, the spin directions in 
the three (CuO)4 units A, C, B of a superconductor (Fig. 5.11a) with 
A and B having holes inside them and C having no hole inside it, can 
be shown as in Fig. 5.11b. A can influence C which in turn will 
influence B and thus A and B can be included in a spin bag or the 
spin fluctuation in C caused by oppositely directed spins in A and B 
can mediate coupling between A and B giving a singlet state. Similar 
arguments hold for magnetic bipolarons. The separation between A 
and B « I6A as (CuO)4 is a square with a side »4A. Similarly C can 
mediate coupling between two tetramers situated perpendicular to the 
line joining A, C and B shown in Fig. 5.11b. The new situation is 
shown in the Fig 5.11c. This gives the resemblance of dx2.y2 
character of the pair condensate in real space. For conduction, along 
the c-axis, there can be other mechanisms, as granularity or interlayer 
Josephson effect. 
This is preliminary but a novel idea. It is expected that rigorous 
mathematics will be proposed which may test this idea. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EPR STUDY OF PEROVSKITE TYPE 
MANGANITES 
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6.1 Introduction 
Manganites Ri.xAxMnOs (where R = La, Y, Pr, Nd, Sm...and A = Ba, 
Sr, Ca, Pb ) have attracted wide attention of researchers because of 
their property of colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) which gives 
them potentiality of apphcations as magnetic sensors and storage 
devices. Another challenge is the understanding of their complex 
physical and chemical properties. The complexity arises from 
intricate interplay among spin, charge and lattice degrees of freedom. 
A few possible mechanisms have been suggested for the CMR 
effect[l-3].But recent developments have shown that much remains 
to be understood about their properties[4-11]. Very subtle effects like 
Jahn-Teller distortions[12] of the MnOe octahedra present in these 
substances, polaronic effects[13], bipolaronic effects[14], charge 
ordering[15,16], orbital ordering[l7], mixed phases, phase 
separations and transitions, internal inhomogeneities and percolative 
conductivity [all well discussed in review articles[l8-23] are found to 
be operative in these materials. 
But the most important problem in manganites is to establish a 
correlation between magnetic order present in the materials and their 
electrical transport property. Another problem is, why upto certain 
temperature, the substance is metallic and thereafter behaves as a 
semiconductor. In this chapter, we address this problem by measuring 
the electrical resistance of some of the manganites and studying their 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra. These substances are 
LaojBaojMnOs, Lao.6Bao,4Mn03, Lao.sBao.sMnOs (Bao.3,Bao.4,Bao.5); 
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LagPboiMnOs, Lao yPbo sMnOs, Lao evPbo ssMnOs (Pbo2,Pbo.3,Pbo 33) 
and LaogSroiMnOs, Lao8Sro2Mn03, Lao6Sro4Mn03 (Sro],Sro2,Sro4 
respectively).These substances have been chosen as they have high 
Curie temperatures(Tc's) and have more possibihty of practical 
applications. 
6.2 Experimental 
The substances Lao 7630 sMnOs, Lao6Bao4Mn03, Lao sBao sMnOs; 
Lao gPbo iMnOs, Lao yPbo sMnOs, Lao67Pbo33Mn03; LaogSro iMnOs, 
Lao gSro 2Mn03, Lao6Sro4Mn03 were all prepared by sol-gel method. 
La203, Mn02 and BaO/PbO/SrO (as required) were taken in 
stoichiometric ratios and ground together into an intimate mixture for 
each preparation; the mixture was dissolved in dilute nitric acid 
maintained at 3 5 OK and allowed to react for 6 hours till a 
homogeneous solution was formed. Then complexing agents, citric 
acid monohydrate and ethylene glycol were added slowly in the 
mixture (3 mole of each complexing agent for 1 mole of the 
substance) and it was allowed to evaporate at 500K for another 6 
hours till a viscous solution was formed. The temperature was further 
increased to 600K till the solution became gelatinous. The gelatinous 
substance was heated at 800K for 8 hours and a dry powdered 
material was obtained It was ground again and calcined at 1200K for 
12 hours. After further grmding, they were pelletized under the 
external pressure of 10 Tonnes/cm^ and then suitered at 1300K for 18 
hours. Strontium compounds were also prepared by usual solid state 
reaction route(for comparison of the results) where the final firing 
was at 1550K. The resistance of the substances were measured by 
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D.C. four probe technique. Here only the resistance of the substances 
have been reported. The resistivity of the substances, depending upon 
the dimensions of the samples are 5-10 times smaller. 
The X-ray diffi"action(XRD) patterns of all the substances were 
recorded on Philips and Rigaku diffractometers at room temperature 
(RT~300K). All of them were found to be monophasic and could be 
indexed as cubic structure with a = 3.875 +0.01 A. Two of each series 
(Ba, Pb, Sr) are reproduced in the Fig 6.1. 
EPR spectra were recorded on JE0L(RE-2X) spectrometer which has 
100 KHz field modulation and where microwave power could be 
increased upto 200 milliwatt (mw). Spectra were recorded with nearly 1 
mg. of the sample and at power levels of 100-400 microwatts with 
magnetic field modulation amplitude of 4-5 Gauss(G) to avoid 
overloading of the cavity. It has been observed [24] that in this kind of 
materials, the size of the samples have strong effects on the ESR signals 
(line width and intensity). The sample size effects arise from overloading 
of cavity through magnetic loss. If the losses are not large enough to 
drive the diode detector out of linearity, the ESR line remains Lorentzian 
although with a larger line width. In the present work, it was required to 
•record the spectra at higher microwave power levels and it was observed 
that it is safe to go upto 25-30-35 mw, depending upon the substance, as 
upto these power levels, unbalanced diode current condition and the 
instability of the automatic frequency control is not observed. The 
samples used for recording EPR spectra were in the fonn of fine 
powders and not pieces of pellets to avoid Skin effect. 
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6,3 Results and Discussion 
Resistance versus temperature curves of all the materials (from 77-
400K) are presented in the Fig. 6.2. The salient features common to 
all the curves are the following. Starting from liquid nitrogen 
temperature(LNT==77K), the resistance increases with temperature 
upto a broad maximum(20-40K broad) and then decreases with 
certain slope(A-B), after which the slope changes(C-D) and finally 
the R-T curve takes another slope after the point X. At the change of 
slopes, there are jerks in the curves. R-T variations in the regions A-B 
and C-D can be represented by different exponential curves of the 
type R = Ro exp.(E/KT). In the Table 1 are collected TM (temperature 
where resistance is maximum) energ>' gaps 'E ' in the portions A-B 
and C-D and the Curie temperature Tc corresponding to point X in 
the figures. The curve after X also probably follows exponential 
nature as in the region A-B and C-D, but the energy gap in this region 
was not calculated because the curve was terminated at a certain 
temperature of 400K, which could be easily achieved in experiments. 
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Fig. 6.1. XRD paiierns a) .Lao 7Ba(, sMnOa b) Lao sBao 5Mn03 c) Lao vPbo sMnO^ 
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curves of different manganites . The substances are marked in the curves. 
The curve for LaojEa^jMnOa at the top left ,has been reproduced at the bottom 
of the figure with an extended scale and this curve extrapolated (manually) to OK. 
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Table 6.1 
Substances TM(K) Energy gap Energy gap Tc(K) 
(Temperature in the region in the region (Curie 
of maximum A - B C - D temper-
resistance) (EIMPURIT) I^ L (EINTRINSIC IN ature) 
meV) meV) 
Bao3 177 40 128 339 
Bao4 198 37 129 342 
Bao5 203 52 144 339 
Pbo2 140 23 83 302 
Pbo3 212 27 155 342 
Pb0 33 181 28 183 336 
Sroi 182 20 104 347 
Sro2 248 24 109 375 
Sro4 174 46 96 378 
The trend in the temperature variation of the EPR spectra of all the 9 
substances investigated is the same and similar to those reported 
earlier [25,26], It is illustrated through the spectra of Pbo3 in the Fig. 
6.3. At the lowest temperature of 77K,it has a broad signal at about 
800G. As the temperature is raised, the signal shifts gradually 
towards the higher field side and in the \ icinity of 250K, a new signal 
crops up near the g=2 mark As the temperature is turther increased, 
the new signal goes on intensifying and the broad signal keeps on 
moving towards the g=2 position and ultimately at Tc coalesce 
together. 
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However, at a fixed temperature (here, RT) when the microwave 
power level was gradually increased, a new signal developed at 
magnetic fields higher than the g=2 position. And as the microwave 
power was fijrther increased, it moved slowly towards the g=2 
position and ultimately merged with it, if power was allowed to 
increase sufficiently. The new signal had different appearance from 
the original ones that it peaked downwards, whereas the original ones 
peaked upwards. Power variation of the EPR spectra of some samples 
(Lao 6Bao.4Mn03, Lao sBao sMnOs, Lao 7Pbo sMnOs, Lao gSro 2Mn03, 
Lao eSro 4Mn03) are given in the Fig. 6.4. The new signal (g<2) 
appearing on the increase of microwave power may be due to the 
splitting of the original FM domain into two components, the new 
one with the spins anti-parallel to the parent one. This may explain 
why it is shifted to higher field side compared to g=2 position. The 
direction of the internal field developed in this component should be 
opposite to that of the parent domain and hence the shift of the 
signals of the two components in the opposite directions, compared to 
g=2. Intensity of the EPR signal from the new FM domain is smaller 
than that of the original FM domain and it is reasonable to assign the 
bigger signal to the major component(Mn"^"^,t2g^eg') in the materials 
and the smaller one to the minor component(Mn'^^,t2g^). There are 
various instances [17] of the occurrence of domains of parallel and 
anti-parallel spin orientations, which arc attributed to the effects of 
magnetostatic energy of spin alignment, exchange energy and 
anisotropy energy etc. But here the overriding effect is attributed to 
the irradiation of the sample by microwave field of increasing 
intensity. Microwave field is known to produce temperature increase 
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Fig. 6.4. Microwave power variation of the EPR spectra of some manganites: 
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of the irradiated sample but tlie microwave field used in the EPR 
experiments is special because it is unidirectional with polarities only 
changing, This unidirectional field coupled with the magnetic effects 
mentioned above may facilitate phase separation into regions of 
parallel and anti-parallel spin orientations. In this experiment on 
manganites, microwave power is found to increase the temperature of 
the sample also at the rate of roughly 4K for every 10 mw of power 
increase. On gradual increase of power, it seems that in the beginning 
microwave power mainly produces phase separation into parallel and 
anti-parallel phases and later the increase of the temperature of the 
sample also plays its role in modifying the spectra. 
R-T curves of the samples (Fig. 6.2.) can be explained by phases 
represented by Mn^^and Mn"*"^  with parallel and anti-parallel spin 
orientations. To interpret the R-T curves of the manganites, which are 
quite similar in nature, one of the representative curves of Baos, 
redrawn with x- axis extended, given at the bottom of the Fig.6.2 has 
been selected and the resistances have been extrapolated (manually) 
jfrom 77K downwards to near OK in the manner in which the R-T 
curves have usually been found to behave in many experiments 
cairied out upto liquid helium temperature. From this curve, it is clear 
that upto Tm, the material is metallic and beyond it, it is semi-
conducting/insulating. From A->B, the resistance decrease follows a 
certain gradient and from C->D another gradient and beyond the 
temperature corresponding to point X, yet another gradient. Now 
resistance can be shown to be strongly correlated to magnetic order. 
It can be supposed (R-T curve of Bao.3 at the bottom of the Fig. 6.2) 
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that from near OK to some point P on the curve (around 35K) the 
resistivity of the material is governed by double exchange between 
Mn^ "^  and Mn"^ "^  ions and hence quite low. Beyond this point, from 
somewhere near 77K or lower than it (say point P), directions of the 
spins of Mn"^ "^  start moving away from the directions of Mn^ "^  spins 
and Cg electron of Mn^ "^  face more resistance while traversing the 
space of Mn'^ "^  with spins in the opposite direction. As the temperature 
is raised, more and more Mn'^ '^  ions take up the anti-parallel spin 
orientations and the Cg electrons of the Mn^^ with parallel spin 
encounter more resistance until at Tm, when the spin polarization 
becomes complete and the resistance becomes maximum. The system 
stays in this condition for some range of temperature (giving a broad 
maximum in the R-T curve) after which thermal excitation of 
electrons start and semi-conductor action becomes operative. The 
semi-conducting behaviour is of extrinsic nature in which the valence 
band is constituted by Mn^ "^  ions with mobile eg electrons and the 
impurity state is constituted by Mn"^ "^  ions which act as acceptor levels 
with holes. The acceptor level wliich on the increase of temperature 
splits from the parent level with the reversal of the direction of spins 
should be magnetically more energetic with respect to the parent 
level and hence can act as an impurity level. As the temperature is 
raised, first the conduction takes place due to excitation of electrons 
from the valence band to the acceptor level and the conductivit>' is 
through the holes (impurity conductivity) and is represented by the 
A-B portion of the R-T curve. On ftirther increase of temperature, 
electrons are excited directly from the valence band to the conduction 
band (intrinsic conductivity). This process is represented by the 
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portion C-D of the R-T curve. Conduction band is a state where the 
electrons have acquired sufficient energy to move quite freely in the 
lattice. In all the R-T curves, in the portions between B and C, D and 
X, there are kinks or jerks. These jerks represent change-over from 
one mode of conduction to the other. In the small range of 
temperature represented by these portions, two mechanisms of 
conduction may be operative simultaneously. From Tm to the point D, 
the magnetic state of the substance is such that Mn^ "^  and Mn'^ "^  
electrons are antiferromagnetically ahgned or the state is 
antiferromagnetic insulator. On further increase of temperature, 
corresponding to the point X, the substance becomes paramagnetic, 
where all the spins of Mn^ "^  (valence band) and Mn"*"^  (impurity band) 
are randomized but the semi-conducting nature is maintained. Tc 
corresponding to the point X obtained here is corroborated by the 
EPR experiments also, because the spectra obtained near these 
temperatures has only one signal corresponding to the paramagnetic 
state with g~2. In the temperature region after X, the energy gap 'E ' 
has not been calculated. But it is expected that the energy gap in this 
region will be somewhat less than that in the C-D region, because the 
valence band would be broadened due to disorder in the spins and 
hence its separation from the conduction band may reduce. 
In EPR spectra, the new signal which appears on the enhancement of 
power has different appearance than the main signals already present 
and so the new signal may be attributed to hole-dominated Mn''^ and 
the main signal to electron-dominated Mn^ "^ . The new signal which 
has been supposed to exist even before Tm but is not revealed by 
EPR. Probably, at lower temperatures, they are quite short-lived or 
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fanning out and realigning in such a rapid succession that they are not 
detectable by EPR but may affect the conductivity process. Only at 
higher temperatures near Tc and subjected to unidirectional 
microwave field in the EPR experiments, they are detected. The 
energy separations between the valence band and the acceptor level 
and between the valence band and the conduction band have been 
given for all the substances in the Table 6.1. For the experimental 
verification of the proposed model, the simplest way is to measure 
magnetoresistance at temperatures a httle before Tm. This is the 
region where Mn"^ "^  ions are in the process of ahgning opposite to the 
Mn^ "^  spin alignments probably one after the other. In this 
temperature range, the system is not stable and a small magnetic field 
should be able to align all the Mn^^ and Mn"*"^  spins in the direction of 
magnetic field and induce double exchange which will decrease the 
resistance of the samples. Generally, for manganites, R-T curves are 
smooth without kinks and jerks, Tm nearly coincide with Tc and 
magnetoresistance is highest at Tm- But the recent investigations have 
revealed that there are many instances where there are jerks[ 17,27] in 
the R-T curves, Tm is lower than Tc [28-30] and the 
maguetoresistance is very high much before Tm or Tc at much 
smaller magnetic fields[ 17,25,28,29]. All these unusual properties of 
manganites have been attributed to phase effects i.e., coexistence of 
different phases[28,30], multiphasic systems, phase 
separations[17,27], phase transitions, tunneling between grains of 
different sizes(interpreting grains of different sizes to represent 
different phases of the material [30] and formation of new 
filamentary phases [2 8] not detectable by XRD at the grain 
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boundaries. In the present work also, the unusual properties have 
been attributed to phase separation, but the new phase created in 
certain temperature interval is of a different kind and is 
experimentally observable in the EPR experiments. 
One important thing to be noted here is that in the EPR study [31] of 
manganites, the signal has been attributed to Mn"^ "^  ion and the line 
width of the ESR line was related to the exchange mechanism with 
bottlenecked spin relaxation between Mn^ "^  and Mn"*"^  magnetic 
subsystems. In another EPR study of manganites [32], it was 
concluded that the intensity of the signal is determined by all Mn-
spins and not only Mn"^ ions or some spin clusters. In the present 
study, under different conditions, signals have been observed from 
Mn "^^ , Mn'^ "^  and also Mn^^ and Mn"*"^  coupled by double exchange. 
However, the aim of the present study is a little different from the 
references [31,32] that it is mainly devoted to microwave power 
variation of EPR signals, whereas otliers were to observe temperature 
dependence. 
In summary, magnetic order in manganites is strongly correlated with 
their electrical transport property. At very low temperatures, low 
resistance is probably due to double exchange process and as the 
temperature rises, phase separation takes place and the two phases 
start aligning antiferromagneticaliy and resistance gradually rises. 
When the antiferromagnetic arrangement is complete, substances 
show maximum resistance. They contmue in this state for a small 
range of temperature and R-T curve becomes flat in this region. 
Beyond this temperature, the substances become antiferromagnetic 
insulator and the electrical conductivity is like that of extrinsic semi-
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conductor where the Mn^ "^  ions with one mobile electron constitute 
the valence band and the oppositely aligned Mn"*"^  ions constitute the 
impurity level. On turther increase of temperature, the substance 
becomes paramagnetic but still semi-conducting. The strength of this 
work is that it could explain that manganites are metallic upto certain 
temperature and thereafter semi-conducting and could correlate 
magnetic order with electrical resistivity. 
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